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Training Decision Trees for Optimal Decision-Making
Ryan Thomas McNellis
Many analytics problems in Operations Research and the Management Sciences can be framed
as decision-making problems containing uncertain input parameters to be estimated from data. For
example, inventory optimization problems often require forecasts of future demand, and product
recommendation systems (e.g., movies, sporting goods) depend on models for predicting customer
responses to the feasible recommendations. Therefore, a question central to many analytics problems
is how to optimally build models from data which estimate the uncertain inputs for the decision
problems of interest. We argue that most common approaches for this task either (a) focus on the
wrong objectives in training the models for the decision problem, or (b) focus on the right objectives
but only study how to do so with prohibitively simple machine learning models (e.g. linear and
logistic regression).
In this work, we study how to train decision tree models for predicting uncertain parameters
for analytical decision-making problems. Unlike other machine learning models such as linear and
logistic regression, decision trees are both nonparameteric and interpretable, allowing them the
capability of modeling highly complex relationships between data and predictions while also being
easily visualized and interpreted. We propose tractable algorithms for decision tree training in the
context of three problem domains relevant to Operations Research. First, we study how to train
decision trees for delivering real-time personalized recommendations of products in settings where
little prior data is available for training purposes. This problem is known in the literature as the
contextual bandit problem and requires careful navigation of the so-called “exploration-exploitation
trade-off” in utilizing the decision tree models. Second, we propose a new framework which we call
Market Segmentation Trees (MSTs) for training decision tree models for the purposes of market
segmentation and personalization. We explore several applications of MSTs relevant to personalized
advertising, including recommending hotels to Expedia users as a function of their search queries
and segmenting ad auctions according to the distribution of bids that they receive. Finally, we
propose a general framework for training decision tree models for uncertain optimization problems
which we call “SPO Trees” (SPOTs). In contrast to the typical objective of maximizing predictive
accuracy, the SPOT framework trains decision trees to maximize the quality of the solutions found in
the uncertain optimization problem, therefore yielding better decisions in several analytics problems
of interest.
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Many decision-making problems relevant to industry and the management sciences contain uncertain
input parameters which must be estimated from available data. For example, pricing problems
require estimation of customer demand models, portfolio optimization problems necessitate accurate
predictions of asset returns, and delivery routing problems require forecasts of incoming orders and
traffic patterns. Therefore, a question central to many analytics problems is how to optimally build
models from data which estimate the uncertain inputs for the decision problems of interest. Much of
the relevant literature focuses on training machine learning models to estimate the uncertain input
parameters as accurately as possible. However, as we argue in this thesis, maximizing the predictive
accuracy of the input parameters is not necessarily the same objective as maximizing the quality of
the decisions yielded by the predicted input parameters. This is especially true in settings where
achieving 100% predictive accuracy is impossible, as is the case when faced with limited data,
model misspecification, or a substantial amount of predictive noise. In response to this concern,
recent papers have studied how to train machine learning models specifically for the purpose of
finding optimal decisions in the optimization problem of interest rather than training models which
simply maximize predictive accuracy. However, due the complexity of many decision-making
problems in practice, the majority of these works have only studied training very simple machine
learning models for these problems such as linear and logistic regression.
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In this work, we propose multiple strategies for training decision tree models under the right ob-
jectives to best suit the decision problems of interest. Decision trees exhibit a number of advantages
as machine learning models. Unlike simpler methods such as linear and logistic regression, decision
trees are considered to be nonparametric learners, effectively capturing even highly nonlinear
predictive mappings with minimal feature preprocessing required by the practitioner. They are also
widely regarded as being very interpretable models, as the learned predictive mapping can be easily
visualized and analyzed for insights.
In Chapter 1, we study how to effectively train decision tree models for delivering personalized
product recommendations (e.g., movies, news articles) to users in settings where limited data
is available for training purposes. This setting is referred to in the academic literature as the
contextual bandit problem. The purpose of the decision trees are to predict how different types of
users will respond to different recommendations with the objective of maximizing some notion
of reward (e.g., revenue) associated with accepted recommendations. Given the assumed scarcity
of data, it is necessary for the decision trees to learn user behavioral patterns from their own
recommendations in real time as users respond to the recommendations made. Thus, besides
making recommendations which are predicted to achieve highest reward, it is also important for the
decision trees to occasionally make recommendations which are relatively uncertain or unstudied in
order to collect data on them and refine their prediction estimates. This tradeoff between maximizing
reward and minimizing uncertainty is referred to as the “exploration-exploitation tradeoff”. It can
be shown that training decision trees to simply maximize reward prediction accuracy and then
conducting decisions with respect to these models (a so-called “pure exploitation” strategy) is in
general suboptimal for this problem. Other approaches have been proposed in the literature for more
effectively using machine learning models in navigating the exploration-exploitation trade-off, but
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these works often only consider how to do so using simple machine learning models such as linear
and logistic regression models. We propose a bootstrapping methodology for training decision
trees which effectively balances the objectives of exploration and exploitation, and we empirically
demonstrate the competitiveness of the methodology on several datasets.
In Chapter 2, we propose a new framework for tractably training decision trees for the purposes
of market segmentation and personalized decision-making which we call “Market Segmentation
Trees” (MSTs). Traditional approaches to market segmentation (e.g., k-means) attempt to learn
a segmentation which minimizes the variance of the different types of customers that belong to
each segment. However, this objective is imperfect for the purposes of personalized decision-
making, because two types of customers could in theory be very similar (i.e., have similar feature
representations) but have very different responses to personalized decisions. In contrast, our MST
approach learns a market segmentation explicitly driven by identifying customers with similar
behavioral response patterns. We empirically validate our approach in several experimental settings,
including segmenting Expedia users according to their search queries for delivering personalized
hotel search results, and segmenting ad auctions for the purposes of ad-spot bid optimization.
Finally, in Chapter 3 we propose a general methodology for training decision trees for estimating
uncertain inputs into optimization problems, and we call the resulting models “SPO Trees” (SPOTs).
As we discussed at the beginning of this section, traditional approaches to this problem often focus
on training models which estimate the uncertain inputs as accurately as possible. However, the
ultimate goal is to predict inputs which lead to high quality decisions with respect to the underlying
optimization problem, which is not necessarily the same objective as maximizing predictive accuracy.
SPO Trees are trained with respect to a loss function which scores candidate decision tree models on
the basis of their induced decisions rather than simply their predictive accuracy. More specifically,
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SPOTs are trained using the SPO loss function designed by Elmachtoub and Grigas (2017). In their
original paper, Elmachtoub and Grigas (2017) only analyze the impact of the SPO loss function
on training linear regression models, and moreover, these models could not be trained tractably
under the loss function directly and therefore a convex surrogate loss function was employed. Our
SPOT algorithm allows for more complicated decision tree models to be trained using the SPO
framework, and our training method represents one of the first tractable approaches for training
machine learning models using the SPO loss function directly. We conduct several numerical
experiments demonstrating that SPOT can achieve higher quality decisions than traditional training
approaches such as CART which seek to minimize prediction error, and we find that SPOT models
are particularly advantageous in settings with limited data.
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Chapter 1
A Practical Method for Solving Contextual Bandit Problems Using
Decision Trees
Many efficient algorithms with strong theoretical guarantees have been proposed for the contextual
multi-armed bandit problem. However, applying these algorithms in practice can be difficult because
they require domain expertise to build appropriate features and to tune their parameters. We propose
a new method for the contextual bandit problem that is simple, practical, and can be applied with
little or no domain expertise. Our algorithm relies on decision trees to model the context-reward
relationship. Decision trees are non-parametric, interpretable, and work well without hand-crafted
features. To guide the exploration-exploitation trade-off, we use a bootstrapping approach which
abstracts Thompson sampling to non-Bayesian settings. We also discuss several computational
heuristics and demonstrate the performance of our method on several datasets.
1.1 Introduction
Personalized recommendation systems play a fundamental role in an ever-increasing array of
settings. For example, many mobile and web services earn revenue primarily from targeted
advertising (Yuan and Tsao, 2003; Dhar and Varshney, 2011). The effectiveness of this strategy is
predicated upon intelligently assigning the right ads to users based on contextual information. Other
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examples include assigning treatments to medical patients (Kim et al., 2011) and recommending
web-based content such as news articles to subscribers (Li et al., 2010).
In this paper, we tackle the problem where little or no prior data is available, and an algorithm
is required to “learn” a good recommendation system in real time as users arrive and data is
collected. This problem, known as the contextual bandit problem (or contextual multi-armed bandit
problem), relies on an algorithm to navigate the exploration-exploitation trade-off when choosing
recommendations. Specifically, it must simultaneously exploit knowledge from data accrued thus
far to make high-impact recommendations, while also exploring recommendations which have a
high degree of uncertainty in order to make better decisions in the future.
The contextual bandit problem we consider can be formalized as follows (Langford and Zhang,
2008). At each time point, a user arrives and we receive a vector of information, henceforth referred
to as the context. We must then choose one of K distinct actions for this user. Finally, a random
outcome or reward is observed, which is dependent on the user and action chosen by the algorithm.
Note that the probability distribution governing rewards for each action is unknown and depends
on the observed context. The objective is to maximize the total rewards accrued over time. In this
paper, we focus on settings in which rewards are binary, observing a success or a failure in each
time period. However, our algorithm does not rely on this assumption and may also be used in
settings with continuous reward distributions.
A significant number of algorithms have been proposed for the contextual bandit problem, often
with strong theoretical guarantees (Auer, 2002; Filippi et al., 2010; Chu et al., 2011; Agarwal
et al., 2014). However, we believe that many of these algorithms cannot be straightforwardly and
effectively applied in practice for personalized recommendation systems, as they tend to exhibit at
least one of the following drawbacks.
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1. Parametric modeling assumptions. The vast majority of bandit algorithms assume a paramet-
ric relationship between contexts and rewards (Li et al., 2010; Filippi et al., 2010; Abbasi-
Yadkori et al., 2011; Agrawal and Goyal, 2013). To use such algorithms in practice, one must
first do some feature engineering and transform the data to satisfy the parametric modeling
framework. However, in settings where very little prior data is available, it is often unclear
how to do so in the right way.
2. Unspecified constants in the algorithm. Many bandit algorithms contain unspecified param-
eters which are meant to be tuned to control the level of exploration (Auer, 2002; Li et al.,
2010; Filippi et al., 2010; Allesiardo et al., 2014). Choosing the wrong parameter values can
negatively impact performance (Russo and Van Roy, 2014), yet choosing the right values is
difficult since little prior data is available.
3. Ill-suited learners for classification problems. It is commonly assumed in the bandit literature
that the relationship between contexts and rewards is governed by a linear model (Li et al.,
2010; Abbasi-Yadkori et al., 2011; Agrawal and Goyal, 2013). Although such models work
well in regression problems, they often face a number of issues when estimating probabilities
from binary response data (Long, 1997).
In the hopes of addressing all of these issues, we propose a new algorithm for the contextual
bandit problem which we believe can be more effectively applied in practice. Our approach uses
decision tree learners to model the context-reward distribution for each action. Decision trees have
a number of nice properties which make them effective, requiring no data modification or user input
before being fit (Friedman et al., 2001). To navigate the exploration-exploitation tradeoff, we use a
parameter-free bootstrapping technique that emulates the core principle behind Thompson sampling.
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We also provide a computational heuristic to improve the speed of our algorithm. Our simple
method works surprisingly well on a wide array of simulated and real-world datasets compared to
well-established algorithms for the contextual bandit problem. The paper resulting from this thesis
work is available online (Elmachtoub et al., 2017).
1.2 Literature Review
Most contextual bandit algorithms in the existing literature can be categorized along two dimensions:
(i) the base learner and (ii) the exploration algorithm. Our method uses decision tree learners in
conjunction with bootstrapping to handle the exploration-exploitation trade-off. To the best of our
knowledge, the only bandit algorithm which applies such learners is BanditForest (Féraud et al.,
2016), using random forests as the base learner with decision trees as a special case. One limitation
of the algorithm is that it depends on four problem-specific parameters requiring domain expertise
to set: two parameters directly influence the level of exploration, one controls the depth of the trees,
and one determines the number of trees in the forest. By contrast, our algorithm requires no tunable
parameters in its exploration and chooses the depth internally when building the tree. Further,
BanditForest must sample actions uniformly-at-random until all trees are completely learned with
respect to a particular context. As our numerical experiments show, this leads to excessive selection
of low-reward actions, causing the algorithm’s empirical performance to suffer. NeuralBandit
(Allesiardo et al., 2014) is an algorithm which uses neural networks as the base learner. Using a
probability specified by the user, it randomly decides whether to explore or exploit in each step.
However, choosing the right probability is rather difficult in the absence of data.
Rather than using non-parametric learners such as decision trees and neural nets, the vast
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majority of bandit algorithms assume a parametric relationship between contexts and rewards.
Commonly, such learners assume a monotonic relationship in the form of a linear model (Li et al.,
2010; Abbasi-Yadkori et al., 2011; Agrawal and Goyal, 2013) or a Generalized Linear Model
(Filippi et al., 2010; Li et al., 2011). However, as with all methods that assume a parametric
structure in the context-reward distribution, manual transformation of the data is often required in
order to satisfy the modeling framework. In settings where little prior data is available, it is often
quite difficult to “guess” what the right transformation might be. Further, using linear models in
particular can be problematic when faced with binary response data, as such methods can yield poor
probability estimates in this setting (Long, 1997).
Our method uses bootstrapping in a way which “approximates” the behavior of Thompson sam-
pling, an exploration algorithm which has recently been applied in the contextual bandit literature
(Agrawal and Goyal, 2013; Russo and Van Roy, 2014) and more recently in the reinforcement learn-
ing literature (Osband et al., 2016). Detailed in Section 1.4.2, Thompson sampling is a Bayesian
framework requiring a parametric response model, and thus cannot be straightforwardly applied
when using decision tree learners. The connection between bootstrapping and Thompson sampling
has been previously explored in Eckles and Kaptein (2014), Osband and Van Roy (2015), and
Tang et al. (2015), although these papers either focus on the context-free case or only consider
using parametric learners with their bootstrapping framework. Baransi et al. (2014) propose a
sub-sampling procedure which is related to Thompson sampling, although the authors restrict their
attention to the context-free case.
Another popular exploration algorithm in the contextual bandit literature is Upper Confidence
Bounding (UCB) (Auer, 2002; Li et al., 2010; Filippi et al., 2010). These methods compute
confidence intervals around expected reward estimates and choose the action with the highest
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upper confidence bound. UCB-type algorithms often rely on a tunable parameter controlling the
width of the confidence interval. Choosing the right parameter value can have a huge impact on
performance, but with little problem-specific data available this can be quite challenging (Russo
and Van Roy, 2014). Another general exploration algorithm which heavily relies on user input is
Epoch-Greedy (Langford and Zhang, 2008), which depends on an unspecified (non-increasing)
function to modulate between exploration and exploitation.
Finally, a separate class of contextual bandit algorithms are those which select the best policy
from an exogenous finite set, such as Dudik et al. (2011) and Agarwal et al. (2014). The performance
of such algorithms depends on the existence of a policy in the set which performs well empirically.
In the absence of prior data, the size of the required set may be prohibitively large, resulting in
poor empirical and computational performance. Furthermore, in a similar manner as UCB, these
algorithms require a tunable parameter that influences the level of exploration.
1.3 Problem Formulation
In every time step t = 1, . . . , T , a user arrives with an M -dimensional context vector xt ∈ RM .
Using xt as input, the algorithm chooses one of K possible actions for the user at time t. We let
at ∈ {1, ..., K} denote the action chosen by the algorithm. We then observe a random, binary
reward rt,at ∈ {0, 1} associated with the chosen action at and context xt. Our objective is to
maximize the cumulative reward over the time horizon.
Let p(a, x) denote the (unknown) probability of observing a positive reward, given that we have
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seen context vector x and offered action a. We define the regret incurred at time t as
max
a
E[rt,a]− E[rt,at ] = max
a
p(a, xt)− p(at, xt) .
Intuitively, the regret measures the expected difference in reward between a candidate algorithm
and the best possible assignment of actions. An equivalent objective to maximizing cumulative






p(a, xt)− p(at, xt) .




Our method uses decision tree learners in modeling the relationship between contexts and success
probabilities for each action. Decision trees have a number of desirable properties: they handle
both continuous and binary response data efficiently, are robust to outliers, and do not rely on any
parametric assumptions about the response distribution. Thus, little user configuration is required in
preparing the data before fitting a decision tree model. They also have the benefit of being highly
interpretable, yielding an elegant visual representation of the relationship between contexts and
rewards (Friedman et al., 2001). Figure 1.1 provides a diagram of a decision tree model for a
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particular sports advertisement. Observe that the tree partitions the context space into different
regions, referred to as terminal nodes or leaves, and we assume that each of the users belonging to
a certain leaf has the same success probability.
There are many efficient algorithms proposed in the literature for estimating decision tree models
from training data. In our numerical experiments, we used the CART algorithm with pruning as
described by Breiman et al. (1984). Note that this method does not rely on any tunable parameters,
as the depth of the tree is selected internally using cross-validation.
Figure 1.1: A decision tree modeling the distribution of rewards for a golf club advertisement.
Terminal nodes display the success probability corresponding to each group of users.
1.4.2 Thompson Sampling for Contextual Bandits
Our algorithm was designed to mimic the behavior of Thompson sampling, a general algorithm
for handling the exploration-exploitation trade-off in bandit problems. In addition to having strong
performance guarantees relative to UCB (Russo and Van Roy, 2014), Thompson sampling does
not contain unspecified constants which need to be tuned for proper exploration. Thus, there is
sufficient motivation for using this method in our setting.
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In order to provide intuition for our algorithm, we describe how Thompson sampling works in
the contextual bandit case. To begin, assume that each action a has a set of unknown parameters
θa governing its reward distribution, P (ra|θa, xt). For example, when using linear models with
Thompson sampling, E[ra|θa, xt] = x′tθa. We initially model our uncertainty about θa using a
pre-specified prior distribution, P (θa). As new rewards are observed for action a, we update
our model accordingly to its so-called posterior distribution, P (θa|Dt,a). Here, Dt,a represents
the set of context/reward pairs corresponding to times up to t that action a was offered, i.e.,
Dt,a = {(xs, rs,a) : s ≤ t− 1, as = a}.
Thompson sampling behaves as follows. During each time step, every action’s parameters θa are
first randomly sampled according to posterior distribution P (θa|Dt,a). Then, Thompson sampling
chooses the action which maximizes expected reward with respect to the sampled parameters. In
practice, this can be implemented according to the pseudocode given in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: ThompsonSampling()
for t = 1, ..., T do
Observe context vector xt
for a = 1, ..., K do
Sample θ̃t,a from P (θa|Dt,a)
end
Choose action at = arg max
a
E[ra|θ̃t,a, xt]
Update Dt,at and P (θat |Dt,at) with (xt, rt,at)
end
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1.5 The Bootstrapping Algorithm
1.5.1 Bootstrapping To Create A “Thompson Sample”
As decision trees are inherently non-parametric, it is not straightforward to mathematically define
priors and posteriors with respect to these learners, making Thompson sampling difficult to imple-
ment. However, one can use bootstrapping to simulate the behavior of sampling from a posterior
distribution, the intuition for which is discussed below.
Recall that data Dt,a is the set of observations for action a at time t. If we had access to many
i.i.d. datasets of size |Dt,a| for action a, we could fit a decision tree to each one and create a
distribution of trees. A Thompson sample could then be generated by sampling a random tree from
this collection. Although assuming access to these datasets is clearly impractical in our setting, we
can use bootstrapping to approximate this behavior. We first create a large number of bootstrapped
datasets, each one formed by sampling |Dt,a| context-reward pairs from Dt,a with replacement.
Then, we fit a decision tree to each of these bootstrapped datasets. A “Thompson sample” is then a
randomly selected tree from this collection. Of course, an equivalent and computationally more
efficient procedure is to simply fit a decision tree to a single bootstrapped dataset. This intuition
serves as the basis for our algorithm.
Following Tang et al. (2015), let D̃t,a denote the dataset obtained by bootstrapping Dt,a, i.e.
sampling |Dt,a| observations from Dt,a with replacement. Denote the decision tree fit on D̃t,a by
θ̃t,a. Finally, let p̂(θ̃, xt) denote the estimated probability of success from using decision tree θ̃ on
context xt.
At each time point, the bootstrapping algorithm simply selects the action which maximizes
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p̂(θ̃t,a, xt). See Algorithm 2 for the full pseudocode. Although our method is given with respect
to decision tree models, note that this bootstrapping framework can be used with any base learner,
such as logistic regression, random forests, and neural networks.
Algorithm 2: TreeBootstrap()
for t = 1, ..., T do
Observe context vector xt
for a = 1, ..., K do
Sample bootstrapped dataset D̃t,a from Dt,a
Fit decision tree θ̃t,a to D̃t,a
end
Choose action at = arg max
a
p̂(θ̃t,a, xt)
Update Dt,at with (xt, rt,at)
end
Observe that TreeBootstrap may eliminate an action after a single observation if its first realized
reward is a failure, as the tree constructed from the resampled dataset in subsequent iterations will
always estimate a success probability of zero. There are multiple solutions to address this issue.
First, one can force the algorithm to continue offering each action a until a success is observed (or
an action a is eliminated after a certain threshold number of failures). This is the approach used in
our numerical experiments. Second, one can add fabricated prior data of one success and one failure
for each action, where the associated context for the prior is that of the first data point observed.
The prior data prohibit the early termination of arms, and their impact on the prediction accuracy
becomes negligible as the number of observations increases.
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1.5.2 Measuring The Similarity Between Bootstrapping And Thompson
Sampling
Here we provide a simple result that quantifies how close the Thompson sampling and bootstrapping
algorithms are in terms of the actions chosen in each time step. Measuring the closeness of the
two algorithms in the contextual bandit framework is quite challenging, and thus we focus on the
standard (context-free) multi-armed bandit problem in this subsection. Suppose that the reward
from choosing each action, i.e., rt,a, follows a Bernoulli distribution with an unknown success
probability. At a given time t, let na denote the total number of times that action a has been chosen,
and let pa denote the proportion of successes observed for action a.
In standard multi-armed bandits with Bernoulli rewards, Thompson sampling first draws a
random sample of the true (unknown) success probability for each action a according to a Beta
distribution with parameters αa = napa and βa = na(1− pa). It then chooses the action with the
highest sampled success probability. Conversely, the bootstrapping algorithm samples na observa-
tions with replacement from action a’s observed rewards, and the generated success probability is
then the proportion of successes observed in the bootstrapped dataset. Note that this procedure is
equivalent to generating a binomial random variable with number of trials na and success rate pa,
divided by na.
In Theorem 1 below, we bound the difference in the probability of choosing action a when using
bootstrapping versus Thompson sampling. For simplicity, we assume that we have observed at least
one success and one failure for each action, i.e. na ≥ 2 and pa ∈ (0, 1) for all a.
Theorem 1. Let aTSt be the action chosen by the Thompson sampling algorithm, and let aBt be the
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action chosen by the bootstrapping algorithm given data (na, pa) for each action a ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K}.
Then,






holds for every a ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K}, for some function Ca(p1, ..., pK) of p1, ..., pK .
Note that both algorithms will sample each action infinitely often, i.e. na →∞ as t→∞ for
all a. Hence, as the number of time steps increases, the two exploration algorithms choose actions
according to increasingly similar probabilities. Theorem 1 thus sheds some light onto how quickly
the two algorithms converge to the same action selection probabilities. A full proof is provided in
the Appendix.
1.5.3 Efficient Heuristics
Note that TreeBootstrap requires fitting K decision trees from scratch at each time step. Depending
on the method used to fit the decision trees as well as the size of M , K, and T , this can be quite
computationally intensive. Various online algorithms have been proposed in the literature for
training decision trees, referred to as Incremental Decision Trees (IDTs) (Crawford, 1989; Utgoff,
1989; Utgoff et al., 1997). Nevertheless, Algorithm 2 does not allow for efficient use of IDTs, as
the bootstrapped dataset for an action significantly changes at each time step.
However, one could modify Algorithm 2 to instead use an online method of bootstrapping.
Eckles and Kaptein (2014) propose a different bootstrapping framework for bandit problems which
is more amenable to online learning algorithms. Under this framework, we begin by initializing B
null datasets for every action, and new context-reward pairs are added in real time to each dataset
with probability 1/2. We then simply maintain K × B IDTs fit on each of the datasets, and a
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“Thompson sample” then corresponds to randomly selecting one of an action’s B IDTs. Note that
there is an inherent trade-off with respect to the number of datasets per action, as larger values of
B come with both higher approximation accuracy to the original bootstrapping framework and
increased computational cost.
We now propose a heuristic which only requires maintaining one IDT per action, as opposed
to K × B IDTs. Moreover, only one tree update is needed per time period. The key idea is to
simply maintain an IDT θ̂t,a fit on each action’s dataset Dt,a. Then, using the leaves of the trees to
partition the context space into regions, we treat each region as a standard multi-arm bandit (MAB)
problem. More specifically, let N1(θ̂t,a, xt) denote the number of successes in the leaf node of θ̂t,a
corresponding to xt, and analogously define N0(θ̂t,a, xt) as the number of failures. Then, we simply
feed this data into a standard MAB algorithm, where we assume action a has observed N1(θ̂t,a, xt)
successes and N0(θ̂t,a, xt) failures thus far. Depending on the action we choose, we then update the
corresponding IDT of that action and proceed to the next time step.
Algorithm 3 provides the pseudocode for this heuristic using the standard Thompson sampling
algorithm for multi-arm bandits. Note that this requires a prior number of successes and failures for
each context region, S0 and F0. In the absence of any problem-specific information, we recommend
using the uniform prior S0 = F0 = 1.
Algorithm 3: TreeHeuristic()
for t = 1, ..., T do
Observe context vector xt
for a = 1, ..., K do
Sample TSt,a ∼ Beta(N1(θ̂t,a, xt) + S0, N0(θ̂t,a, xt) + F0)
end
Choose action at = arg max
a
TSt,a
Update tree θ̂t,at with (xt, rt,at)
end
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Both TreeBootstrap and TreeHeuristic are algorithms which aim to emulate the behavior of
Thompson Sampling. TreeHeuristic is at least O(K) times faster computationally than TreeBoot-
strap, as it only requires refitting one decision tree per time step – the tree corresponding to the
sampled action. However, TreeHeuristic sacrifices some robustness in attaining these computational
gains. In each iteration of TreeBootstrap, a new decision tree is resampled for every action to ac-
count for two sources of uncertainty: (a) global uncertainty in the tree structure (i.e. are we splitting
on the right variables?) and (b) local uncertainty in each leaf node (i.e., are we predicting the correct
probability of success in each leaf?). Conversely, TreeHeuristic keeps the tree structures fixed and
only resamples the data in leaf nodes corresponding to the current context – thus, TreeHeuristic
only accounts for uncertainty (b), not (a). Note that if both the tree structures and the leaf node
probability estimates were kept fixed, this would amount to a pure exploitation policy.
1.6 Experimental Results
We assessed the empirical performance of our algorithm using the following sources of data as
input:
1. A simulated “sports ads” dataset with decision trees for each offer governing reward probabil-
ities.
2. Four classification datasets obtained from the UCI Machine Learning Repository (Lichman,
2013): Adult, Statlog (Shuttle), Covertype, and US Census Data (1990).
We measured the cumulative regret incurred by TreeBootstrap on these datasets, and we compare




We tested the following benchmarks in our computational experiments:
1. Context-free MAB. To demonstrate the value of using contexts in recommendation systems,
we include the performance of a context-free multi-arm bandit algorithm as a benchmark.
Specifically, we use context-free Thompson sampling in our experiments.
2. BanditForest. To the best of our knowledge, BanditForest is the only bandit algorithm in the
literature which uses decision tree learners. Following the approach used in their numerical
studies, we first recoded each continuous variable into five binary variables before calling the
algorithm. Note this is a necessary preprocessing step, as the algorithm requires all contexts to
be binary. The method contains two tunable parameters which control the level of exploration,
δ and ε, which we set to the values tested in their paper: δ = 0.05, and ε ∼ Uniform(0.4, 0.8).
Additionally, two other tunable parameters can be optimized: the depth of each tree, D, and
the number of trees in the random forest, L. We report the values of these parameters which
attained the best cumulative regret with respect to our time horizon: L = 3 and D = 4, 2, 4, 5,
and 2 corresponding to the simulated sports-advertising dataset, Adult, Shuttle, Covertype,
and Census, respectively. Note that the optimal parameter set varies depending on the dataset
used. In practice, one cannot know the optimal parameter set in advance without any prior
data, and so the performance we report may be optimistic.
3. LinUCB. Developed by Li et al. (2010), LinUCB is one of the most cited contextual bandit
algorithms in the recent literature. The method calls for fitting a ridge regression model on the
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context-reward data for each action (with regularization parameter λ = 1). We then choose
the action with the highest upper confidence bound with respect to a new context’s estimated
probability of success. All contexts were scaled to have mean 0 and variance 1 before calling
the algorithm, and all categorical variables were binarized. Due to the high-dimensionality of
our datasets (particularly after binarization), the predictive linear model requires sufficient
regularization to prevent overfitting. In the hopes of a fairer comparison with our algorithm,
we instead select the regularization parameter from a grid of candidate values using cross-
validation. We report the best cumulative regret achieved when varying the UCB constant
α among a grid of values from 0.0001 to 10. Similar to the BanditForest case, the optimal
parameter depends on the dataset.
4. LogisticUCB. As we are testing our algorithms using classification data, there is significant
motivation to use a logistic model, as opposed to a linear model, in capturing the context-
reward relationship. Filippi et al. (2010) describe a bandit algorithm using a generalized
linear modeling framework, of which logistic regression is a special case. However, the
authors tackle a problem formulation which is slightly different than our own. In their setting,
each action has an associated, non-random context vector xa, and the expected reward is
a function of a single unknown parameter θ : E[rt|xa] = µ(xTa θ) (here, µ is the so-called
inverse link function). Extending their algorithm to our setting, we give the full pseudocode
of LogisticUCB in the Appendix. We take all of the same preprocessing steps as in LinUCB,
and we report the cumulative regret corresponding to the best UCB constant. For the same
reasons as above, we use regularized logistic regression in practice with cross-validation to
tune the regularization parameter.
5. OfflineTree. Recall that the simulated sports-advertising dataset was constructed using
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decision tree truths. Thus, it is meaningful to compare TreeBootstrap with a regret of zero, as
it is possible in theory for estimated decision trees to capture the truth exactly. However, as
the four UCI datasets are all composed of real observations, there will always be part of the
“truth” which decision trees cannot capture. Our benchmark OfflineTree measures this error,
serving as a meaningful lower bound against which we can compare our algorithm. Described
in detail in Algorithm 4, it can essentially be thought of as the offline classification error of
decision trees with respect to a held-out test set. In our experimental results, we report the
difference in cumulative regret on the UCI datasets between the candidate algorithms and
OfflineTree.
Algorithm 4: OfflineTree()
For each observation (x, y), define wa(x, y) as follows:
wa(x, y) = 1 if y = a, and
wa(x, y) = 0 if y 6= a
Hold out T random observations, {xt}1≤t≤T
for a = 1, ..., K do
Fit tree θ̂a on remaining data using wa(x, y) as the response variable
end
for t = 1, ..., T do
Observe context vector xt




1.6.2 Sports Advertising Dataset
First, TreeBootstrap was tested under an idealistic setting – a simulated dataset where the context-
reward model is a decision tree for each action. We frame this dataset in the context of sports
web-advertising. Whenever a user visits the website, we must offer ads for one of K = 4 different
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products: golf clubs, basketball nets, tennis rackets, and soccer balls. We receive a reward of 1 if
the user clicks the ad; otherwise, we receive no reward.
Figure 1.1 provides an example of the decision tree used to simulate the golf advertisement
rewards, as well as information about the M = 4 (binary) contextual variables available for each
user. Figure 1.2 provides the cumulative regret data for the tested methods. As expected, our
algorithm outperforms the other benchmark methods which do not use decision tree learners, and
the performance of TreeBootstrap and TreeHeuristic are very similar. Moreover, the regret seems to
converge to zero for our decision tree algorithms as the number of observed users becomes large.
Finally, note how BanditForest eventually achieves a regret comparable to the other algorithms,
but nonetheless incurs a much higher cumulative regret. This is due to the fact that the algorithm
takes most of the time horizon to exit its “pure exploration” phase, an observation which also holds
across all the UCI datasets.































Figure 1.2: Cumulative regret incurred on the (simulated) sports advertising dataset.
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1.6.3 UCI Repository Datasets
We next evaluated our algorithm on four classification datasets from the UCI Machine Learning
Repository (Lichman, 2013): Adult, Statlog (Shuttle), Covertype, and US Census Data (1990). The
response variables used were occupation, Cover Type, and dOccup for Adult, Covertype, and Census,
respectively, while for Shuttle we used the variable corresponding to the last column of the dataset.
We first ran a preprocessing step removing classes which were significantly underrepresented in
each dataset (i.e., less than 0.05% of the observations). After preprocessing, these datasets had
K = 12, 4, 7, and 9 classes, respectively, as well as M = 14, 9, 54, and 67 contextual variables. We
then constructed a bandit problem from the data in the following way: a regret of 0 (otherwise 1) is
incurred if and only if the algorithm predicts the class of the data point correctly. This framework for
adapting classification data for use in bandit problems is commonly used in the literature (Allesiardo
et al., 2014; Agarwal et al., 2014; Féraud et al., 2016).
Figure 1.3 shows the cumulative regret of TreeBootstrap compared with the benchmarks on the
UCI datasets. Recall that we plot regret relative to OfflineTree. In all cases, our heuristic achieves
a performance equal to or better than that of TreeBootstrap. Note that LogisticUCB outperforms
LinUCB on all datasets except Covertype, which demonstrates the value of using learners in our
setting which handle binary response data effectively.
LinUCB and LogisticUCB outperform our algorithm on two of the four UCI datasets (Adult
and Census). However, there are several caveats to this result. First, recall that we only report the
cumulative regret of LinUCB and LogisticUCB with respect to the best exploration parameter, which
is impossible to know a priori. Figure 1.4 shows LinUCB’s cumulative regret curves corresponding
to each value of the exploration parameter α implemented on the Adult dataset. We overlay this on
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(a) Adult Dataset Results





































(b) Statlog (Shuttle) Dataset Results






































(c) Covertype Dataset Results





































(d) Census Dataset Results
Figure 1.3: Cumulative regret incurred on various classification datasets from the UCI Machine
Learning Repository. A regret of 0 (otherwise 1) is incurred iff a candidate algorithm predicts the
class of the data point correctly.
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a plot of the cumulative regret curves associated with TreeBootstrap and our heuristic. Note that
TreeBootstrap and TreeHeuristic outperformed LinUCB in at least half of the parameter settings
attempted. Second, the difference in cumulative regret between TreeBootstrap and Linear/Logistic
UCB on Adult and Census appears to approach a constant as the time horizon increases. This
is due to the fact that decision trees will capture the truth eventually given enough training data.
Conversely, in settings such as the sports ad dataset, Covertype, and Shuttle, it appears that the
linear/logistic regression models have already converged and fail to capture the context-reward
distribution accurately. This is most likely due to the fact that feature engineering is needed
for the data to satisfy the GLM framework. Thus, the difference in cumulative regret between
Linear/Logistic UCB and TreeBootstrap will become arbitrarily large as the time horizon increases.
Finally, note that we introduce regularization into the linear and logistic regressions, tuned using
cross-validation, which improve upon the original framework for LinUCB and Logistic UCB.






























Figure 1.4: Cumulative regret incurred on the Adult dataset. The performance of LinUCB is given
with respect to all values of the tuneable parameter attempted: α = 0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10
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1.7 Conclusion
We propose a contextual bandit algorithm, TreeBootstrap, which can be easily and effectively applied
in practice. We use decision trees as our base learner, and we handle the exploration-exploitation
trade-off using bootstrapping in a way which approximates the behavior of Thompson sampling. As
our algorithm requires fitting multiple trees at each time step, we provide a computational heuristic
which works well in practice. Empirically, our methods’ performance is quite competitive and




We seek to provide an interpretable framework for segmenting users in a population for personalized
decision-making. The standard approach is to perform market segmentation by clustering users
according to similarities in their contextual features, after which a “response model” is fit to each
segment in order to model how users respond to personalized decisions. However, this methodology
is not ideal for personalization, since two users could in theory have similar features although their
response behaviors are different. We propose a general methodology, Market Segmentation Trees
(MSTs), for learning interpretable market segmentations explicitly driven by identifying differences
in user response patterns. To demonstrate the versatility of our methodology, we design two new,
specialized MST algorithms: (i) Choice Model Trees (CMTs) which can be used to predict a user’s
choice amongst multiple options, and (ii) Isotonic Regression Trees (IRTs) which can be used to
solve the bid landscape forecasting problem. We provide a customizable, open-source code base
for training MSTs in Python which employs several strategies for scalability, including parallel
processing and warm starts. We provide a theoretical analysis of the asymptotic running times of
our algorithmic methods, which validates their computational tractability on large datasets. We
assess the practical performance of MSTs on several synthetic and real world datasets, showing that
our method reliably finds market segmentations which accurately model response behavior. Further,
when applying MSTs to historical bidding data from a leading demand-side platform (DSP), we
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show that MSTs consistently achieve a 5-29% improvement in bid landscape forecasting accuracy
over the DSP’s current model, on various commonly-used accuracy metrics. Our findings indicate
that integrating market segmentation with response modeling consistently leads to improvements
in response prediction accuracy, thereby aiding personalization. Further, we demonstrate that
this integrated, interpretable approach is computationally tractable on large-scale datasets. Our
open-source implementation is readily usable by practitioners.
2.1 Introduction
Recent growth of online commerce and media consumption have resulted in an expansion of
opportunities for firms to engage in personalized decision-making. Online retailers such as Amazon
offer product recommendations on their homepage, which are personalized using the visiting user’s
purchase history and demographic information. Streaming services such as Hulu, YouTube, and
Spotify personalize ads based on the media content being consumed and other aspects of the user’s
activity history. Online search engines such as Google personalize the ranking of search results
based on user’s activity history. In online advertising exchanges, bids for online ad spots can be
customized on the basis of various features encoding the ad spot and the site visitor.
Personalized decision-making often lies at the intersection of two fundamental technical chal-
lenges: market segmentation (clustering users into segments based on user characteristics) and
response modeling (the probabilistic modeling of a user’s response to a personalized decision).
For example, if an online platform wishes to personalize the ads displayed to its users in order to
maximize the click-through rate, it could (1) segment users into interpretable and homogeneous
segments, and (2) model the click behavior of users in each segment. One common approach is
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to perform the tasks of market segmentation and response modeling separately, using a clustering
algorithm (e.g., K-means) for market segmentation and then fitting a response model (e.g., logistic
regression) within each cluster (Yang et al., 2016). However, such a market segmentation is driven
only by user feature dissimilarity rather than differences in user response behavior.
We propose a general methodology, Market Segmentation Trees (MSTs), that builds interpretable
decision trees for joint market segmentation and response modeling, which can be used for a variety
of personalized decision-making applications. Decision tree splits are applied by the MST to
segment the market according to available contextual attributes for personalization (e.g., features
encoding the user). A response model is fit in each segment to probabilistically model the users’
response (e.g., clicks) as a function of the decision variables (e.g., ads that were displayed). We
propose a training procedure for MSTs in which decision tree splits are decided through optimizing
the predictive accuracy of the resulting collection of response models. Thus, our training procedure
yields a market segmentation driven by accurately capturing differences in user response behavior.
The paper resulting from this thesis work is available online (Aouad et al., 2019).
We emphasize that a primary motivation for the use of decision trees for tackling this problem
is due to their interpretability (in addition to their strong predictive performance). Increasingly,
companies are being held more accountable for their data-driven decisions by both consumers and
regulators (Goodman and Flaxman, 2017). Decision trees provide a simple way to visualize the
decision-making stream, and have been used in a variety of settings (Kallus, 2017; Elmachtoub
et al., 2017; Ciocan and Mišić, 2018; Bertsimas et al., 2019; Elmachtoub et al., 2020). In our setting,
the decision for every user corresponds to a single response model, which is selected by simply
observing where the user’s context falls in the tree.
We provide an open-source implementation of our training procedure in Python (Aouad et al., [n.
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d.]). The code base is modular and easily customizable to fit different personalized decision-making
applications. Several features have been included for improved scalability, including the option of
using parallel processing and warm starts for training the MST models. We provide a theoretical
analysis of the code’s asymptotic computational complexity supporting its tractability in large data
settings. Specifically, we show that under mild conditions, the implementation’s computational
complexity is linear in the depth of the learned MST; moreover, the impact of tree depth on
computational complexity can be greatly diminished or even nullified if a sufficient number of cores
are available for parallel processing.
To demonstrate the versatility of our methodology, we design two new, specialized MST
algorithms. First, we propose a new algorithm, Choice Model Trees (CMTs), which can be used to
predict a user’s choice amongst multiple options. Our model uses decision tree splits to segment
users on the basis of their features (e.g., prior purchase history), and within each segment a
Multinomial Logit (MNL) choice model is fit as the response model to predict the probability that
users in that segment choose each option. We examine the performance of CMTs on a variety
of synthetic datasets, observing that CMTs reliably find market segmentations which accurately
predict choice probabilities, whereas other natural benchmarks do not. Furthermore, we show that
CMTs are more easily able to overcome model misspecification and are quite robust to overfitting.
Next, we apply the CMT to a dataset of hotel searches on Expedia made publicly available (ICDM,
2013). The CMT uses available features about the user and search query for the purposes of market
segmentation, including the number of adults and children in the party and the queried length of
stay. We find that the CMT consistently outperforms other natural benchmarks by 0.53-2.2% with
respect to hotel booking predictive accuracy, while also providing an interpretable segmentation.
We also propose a second algorithm derived from our MST framework, Isotonic Regression
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Trees (IRTs), which can be used to solve the bid landscape forecasting problem. A “bid landscape”
refers to the probability distribution of the highest (outside) bid that an ad spot will receive when
being auctioned at an advertising exchange. The bid landscape forecasting problem is important to
Demand Side Platforms (DSPs) – ad campaign management platforms – in estimating the minimum
bid necessary to win different types of ad spots. A significant challenge is presented when ad
spot transactions occur through first-price auctions – in such cases the highest outside bid is never
revealed, and the DSP only sees whether their submitted bid resulted in an auction win or loss
outcome. We propose a new model, IRTs, for the bid landscape forecasting problem under first-price
auction dynamics. Our model uses a decision tree to segment auctions according to features about
the visiting user (e.g., user’s location) and the ad spot being auctioned (e.g., width/height in pixels).
An isotonic regression model is used as the response model to forecast the bid landscapes of the
auctions within each segment. IRTs are fully non-parametric, operating without assumptions about
the distribution of the bid landscapes or of their relationship with the auction features. We apply our
IRT to an ad spot transaction dataset collected by a large DSP provider, and we demonstrate that
our model consistently achieves a 5-29% improvement in bid landscape forecasting accuracy over
the DSP’s current approach across multiple ad exchanges (for confidentiality reasons, the name of
the DSP provider is not reported in this paper).
2.2 Literature Review
In this work, we propose a general framework (MSTs) for building decision trees for the purposes
of market segmentation and personalized decision-making. An introduction to decision trees may
be found in Friedman et al. (2001). MSTs take the structural form of model trees, which refer to
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a generalization of decision trees that allow for non-constant leaf prediction models. Arguably
the most common model tree algorithms explored in the literature are linear model trees (Quinlan
et al., 1992) and logistic model trees (Chan and Loh, 2004; Landwehr et al., 2005), which propose
using linear and logistic regression leaf models with decision trees. Zeileis et al. (2008) develop
a general framework, model-based recursive partitioning (MOB), for training model trees with
parametric leaf models such as linear and logistic regression. Unlike our training methodology,
none of the above methods select decision tree splits which directly minimize the predictive error
of the resulting collection of leaf models, instead employing heuristic splitting criterion such as
class purity (Chan and Loh, 2004; Landwehr et al., 2005) and parameter instability (Zeileis et al.,
2008). We believe this is due to a presumed computational intractability associated with identifying
the split that directly minimizes prediction error, as the predictive evaluation of each split would
entail fitting multiple leaf models to the training data. We demonstrate that through efficient use
of parallel processing, model trees may be tractably trained through our direct split optimization
procedure, and we provide a novel computational complexity analysis supporting its tractability in
Section 2.3.3.4.
We are among the first to propose using model trees for market segmentation and for personalized
decision-making problems. Similar to our CMT algorithm, Mišić (2016) proposes using model trees
with choice model leaves for personalizing assortment decisions. In contrast, MSTs offer a more
general framework for building model trees for market segmentation in areas outside of assortment
optimization. Moreover, we develop an open-source implementation, which has been empirically
validated on large-scale real-world datasets. Kallus (2017) and Bertsimas et al. (2019) propose
methodology for training decision trees for segmenting customers and personalizing treatments
across the resulting segments. Each treatment option is associated with an unknown and customer-
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variant expected reward, and the authors provide recursive partitioning and integer programming
strategies for training the trees to maximize the rewards from the prescribed treatments. The
treatment options are assumed to belong to a small set of feasible values and thus response models
are not needed – the expected reward associated with each treatment option may be independently
estimated by averaging the rewards observed when the treatment was applied historically. MSTs
generalize the decision tree methods proposed by Kallus (2017) and Bertsimas et al. (2019) by
supporting continuous and high-dimensional decision spaces by way of response models.
The market segmentation produced by MSTs attempts to maximize the predictive accuracy of
the resulting collection of response models (i.e., leaf models). Conversely, the typical approach
in industry is to perform the tasks of market segmentation and response modeling separately, first
clustering users according to closeness in their contextual attributes and then fitting response models
within each cluster (Yang et al., 2016). A popular method for doing so is K-means clustering –
an unsupervised machine learning algorithm which attempts to find the clustering of users that
minimizes the variance of the contextual features within in each cluster. K-means clustering is
widely utilized for the purposes of market segmentation – Tuma et al. (2011) found that K-means
clustering was the most frequently-used market segmentation approach across 210 research articles
applying clustering methods for market research (44.25% of all articles). The method is taught in
many popular textbooks on marketing research often used today (Malhotra et al., 2006; Churchill
and Iacobucci, 2006). Ettl et al. (2019) employ this procedure in segmenting airline customers
on the basis of their personal information and booking data, afterwards fitting logistic regression
models in each cluster for the purposes of personalizing bundles of product offers. We argue that
the K-means clustering approach suffers from a fundamental limitation – namely, the resulting
market segmentation does not take into account the predictive accuracy of the resulting collection
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of response models but is instead driven only by minimizing within-cluster feature dissimilarity.
We show through numerical experiments in Section 2.4 that integrating market segmentation with
response modeling can lead to significant improvements in the predictive accuracy of user responses,
thereby aiding personalization.
There have been several non-tree-based approaches proposed in the literature for jointly per-
forming market segmentation and response modeling. One of the most popular approaches is the
latent-class multinomial logit model (LC-MNL) originally proposed by Kamakura and Russell
(1989). The LC-MNL model assumes the existence of K different market segments (with the
value of K chosen by the practitioner), with each segment having a separate MNL for modeling
response behavior. In Kamakura and Russell (1989), all customers are modeled as having the same
segment-membership probabilities; Gupta and Chintagunta (1994) and Kamakura et al. (1994)
extend the LC-MNL model to allow the segment-membership probabilities to be a function of
customer-specific features, specifically in the following manner:





Above, x denotes the contextual attributes for the customer, k ∈ {1, ..., K} denotes a particular
market segment, and γ1, ..., γK are parameter vectors to be estimated from data. Note that each
customer attribute is assumed to have a monotonic relationship with respect to the segment-
membership probabilities, and that more generally the relationship between contexts and segment-
membership probabilities are constrained to take a specific functional (parametric) form. Conversely,
MSTs perform market segmentation using nonparametric decision tree splits which can flexibly
capture non-monotonic and complex mappings from contexts to segments. Also, MSTs naturally
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learn interactions between contexts in mapping users to segments, whereas contextual interaction
terms would have to be manually specified in the LC-MNL model. Furthermore, MSTs provide
a more interpretable market segmentation in that each user is in exactly one segment, rather than
probabilistically in each segment in the LC-MNL model. Finally, LC-MNL models are typically fit
using Expectation-Maximization (EM) methods which are known to be prohibitively slow on large
datasets (Jagabathula et al., 2018a). We found in our own numerical experiments that the LC-MNL
model (as implemented by the R package gmnl) did not run successfully on our datasets as the
computational time and memory resources required were too prohibitive for the hardware available.
Bernstein et al. (2018) propose a dynamic market segmentation approach which adaptively
adjusts customer segments and their associated response models as more observations are collected.
The authors use a Bayesian semi-parametric framework called the Dirichlet Process Mixture to
model the customers’ preferences – one advantage of this framework is that the number of clusters
K does not need to be pre-determined by the practitioner. Yang et al. (2016) adapt the K-means al-
gorithm to jointly perform market segmentation with response modeling, referring to their approach
as K-Classifiers Segmentation. The algorithm starts with an initial assignment of observations to
clusters, and iteratively (1) fits response models within each cluster, and (2) reassigns observations
to the clusters whose response model best describes them (according to a given loss function).
Both the methodology of Bernstein et al. (2018) and Yang et al. (2016) do not utilize customer
attributes when performing market segmentation – the works assume that customers have already
been pre-grouped into “customer classes” according to their demographic information, and the
algorithms then map the customer classes to clusters. Baardman et al. (2017) use a similar approach
to K-Classifiers Segmentation to simultaneously cluster products and fit sales forecasting models
within each cluster. The authors propose retroactively fitting a classification machine learning
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model (e.g., logistic regression) for mapping product features to the cluster assignments outputted
by the K-Classifiers Segmentation method. In comparison to the aforementioned methods, the MST
approach directly utilizes available contextual attributes when learning its market segmentation.
Jagabathula et al. (2018b) propose a method for simultaneous market segmentation and response
modeling which (1) fits a response model to the entire population of customers, and (2) segments
customers according to how their response behavior differs from the population model (e.g., through
a log-likelihood score). The approach does not segment customers on the basis of their demographic
features, but rather on their observed historical response behavior. Therefore, their approach is
specialized for personalizing recommendations to returning customers, whereas our approach may
also be used for personalizing decisions to new customers (assuming that informative contextual
attributes are readily available).
Regarding our IRT algorithm for bid landscape forecasting, building model trees with isotonic
regression leaf models has not been proposed in the prior literature, and the idea of using isotonic
regression to model auction dynamics is also novel. Wang et al. (2016) also propose a model
tree approach for bid landscape forecasting, although their approach relies on second-highest bid
prices being directly observable for auction win outcomes (i.e., second-price auction dynamics). In
contrast, our model may be applied to first-price auctions in which the highest outside-bid prices
are always unknown. Most major ad exchanges are anticipated to switch to first-price auctions
by the end of 2019 (Sluis, 2019). The approach in Wang et al. (2016) selects decision tree splits
which attempt to maximize the KL-divergence of the bid landscape forecasting models within the
resulting segments, and uses a heuristic procedure to do so. Conversely, the MST training algorithm





We now provide a general formulation of a personalized decision-making problem, which we break
down into three components. First, the agent observes variables x which serve as the context for
the decision. The agent then makes a decision encoded by features p, and finally a user’s response
y is observed as a result of the decision. We emphasize that our approach can handle categorical,
ordinal, and continuous data with respect to x, p, and y. As examples of these components, for
the choice prediction problem, the contextual variables x consist of features about the user (e.g.,
prior purchase history), the decisions p correspond to the options offered by the firm to the user
(e.g., assortment of products), and the response y indicates which option the user chose. For the
bid landscape forecasting problem, the contextual variables x encode the features describing the
current user and auctioned ad spot (e.g., the ad spot’s width/height), the decision p ≥ 0 is the firm’s
submitted bid price, and the response y ∈ {0, 1} indicates the outcome of the auction (win/loss).
Our objective is to build an interpretable model for personalized decision-making problems that
accomplishes two goals:
1. Market Segmentation. Our model should yield an interpretable market segmentation of the
contextual variables x ∈ X ⊆ Rm. Here, we define an interpretable market segmentation
as a partition of the context space X into a finite number of disjoint segments. Beyond
interpretability, market segmentation allows us to fit simple response models for each market
since the user features have already been accounted for in the segmentation. In contrast, one
can avoid market segmentation and fit a single, high-dimensional model for personalization
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(with many interaction terms between contexts and decision variables), although this approach
can be computationally challenging and less interpretable.
2. Response Modeling. Our model should accurately estimate the probability of each response
y for all contexts x and decisions p, P(y|x, p). Note that for the bid landscape forecasting
problem, P(y|x, p) yields the distribution (c.d.f.) of the highest outside bid price po, as
P(y = win|x, p) = P(po ≤ p|x). Accurately estimating P(y|x, p) is a critical component for
personalized decision-making, in which the goal is to prescribe personalized decisions p to
contexts x which achieve the most favorable responses y.
Section 2.3.2 discusses our MST approach which tackles these tasks jointly, with the market
segmentation being informed by the resultant response models. This arguably yields a more
informative market segmentation – users in the same segment of the CMT can be interpreted as
having similar choice behavior, and auctions in the same segment of the IRT can be interpreted as
having similar bid landscapes. Section 2.3.3 presents an algorithm for training MSTs from historical
data.
2.3.2 Market Segmentation Trees (MSTs)
We tackle the personalized decision-making problem using an approach we call Market Segmenta-
tion Trees (MSTs). MSTs perform market segmentation according to successive decision tree splits
on the contextual variables x. Each split partitions the space of contexts with respect to a single
contextual variable; continuous and ordinal contexts are split using inequalities (e.g., “Age ≤ 40?”),
while categorical contexts are split using equalities (e.g., “Gender = Male?”). Each resulting market
segment l – referred to as a leaf of the MST and defined solely by contextual variables x – contains
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Figure 2.1: An example of an MST with five market segments. Decision tree splits are performed
with respect to the contextual variables age (numeric), location (categorical), and gender (categori-
cal). Each of the resulting market segments contains a unique model fl(y|p) of the distribution of
the response given the decision variables.
a response model fl(y|p) estimating the distribution of the response y given the decision p for users
in segment l. Since different market segments may exhibit different distributions of the response y,
the response models fl(y|p) may vary significantly across segments.
To use the MST for prediction, i.e. to estimate P(y|x, p) for a given context x and decision p,
one simply needs to follow the decision tree splits to the leaf l to which the context x belongs and
output fl(y|p). For example, with respect to the MST in Figure 2.1, a user with context x = {Age
= 30, Location = USA, Gender = Male} would belong to segment l = 2, so response model f2(y|p)
would be used to make predictions with respect to that user’s response behavior.
As Figure 2.1 demonstrates, the market segmentation produced by an MST is interpretable and
easily visualized. In high-dimensional settings too large to visualize, MSTs may still be viewed as
interpretable as they map each context to a single, interpretable response model which may be easily
analyzed for behavioral insights. Since the contextual variables are already accounted for in the
MST’s decision tree splits, the response models focus solely on the relationship between the decision
variables and responses, allowing them to be simple and interpretable. MSTs also have a number of
desirable properties as estimators. The decision tree splitting procedure is non-parametric, allowing
MSTs to model potentially non-linear relationships in the mapping from contexts to segments.
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MSTs also naturally model interactions among the contextual variables; for example, in the MST in
Figure 2.1, the variable age interacts with both location and gender.
MSTs provide a general framework that can be utilized to design new algorithms for various
personalized decision-making problems. To do so, the practitioner simply needs to specify a family
of response models for the given problem at hand, as well as a loss function for training the response
models (see Section 2.3.3, where this notion is described in greater detail). As a proof of concept
and to demonstrate the versatility of our methodology, we design from our MST framework two new
algorithms for fundamental personalized decision-making problems, outlined in the two subsections
below.
2.3.2.1 Choice Model Trees (CMTs)
We propose a specialized MST algorithm, Choice Model Trees (CMTs), which can be used to
predict a user’s choice amongst multiple options. The CMT segments users on the basis of available
demographic information (e.g., age or location) and activity history on the site (e.g., prior purchases
or search queries). Within each segment, a Multinomial Logit (MNL) choice model is fit as the
response model to predict the probability that users in that market segment choose each option.
MNL models are widely used for modeling user choice behavior, largely because the choice
probabilities can be expressed in closed form and are therefore readily interpretable (Train, 2009).
Let p = {ph}h∈[H] denote the collection of feature vectors encoding an offered assortment of H
options, with ph ∈ Rq representing the feature vector encoding option h ∈ [H] := {1, ..., H} in the
assortment. If the options correspond to different products, for example, then the elements of ph
might include the products’ price, color, and brand. Let y ∈ {0, 1, ..., H} denote the user’s choice
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when being presented with the assortment p – specifically, let
y =

h, if the user chooses option h ∈ [H],
0, if the user does not choose any option.
Each leaf l of the CMT contains an MNL instance, fl(y|p), estimating the probability of each
outcome y given the features p describing the assortment of options. Let βl ∈ Rq denote the
parameters of the MNL model in leaf l. Then, the random utility that a user belonging to leaf l
experiences by choosing option h is modeled as
Uh = β
T
l ph + εh ,
where {εh}h∈[H] are random (Gumbel-distributed) noise terms independently and identically dis-
tributed across options. Note that each component c of βl, denoted by βcl , can be interpreted as the
marginal utility increase the user experiences given a one-unit increase in the c-th option feature
(e.g., product price). The user is assumed to be utility-maximizing, choosing option h over h′
if Uh > Uh′ , and choosing no option if none of the utilities are greater than a reference utility
U0 which can be set to U0 = 0 without loss of generality (Train, 2009). Thus, the probability of
observing each choice can be shown to take the following form:


















Note that the number of options in the assortment (H) is permitted to vary across users. Our
work also accommodates a noteworthy alternate form of the MNL model which allows for option-
specific parameters βl,h, in which the utility from option h takes the form Uh = βTl,hph + εh. The
choice probabilities for this model can be derived in a similar manner as above.
2.3.2.2 Isotonic Regression Trees (IRTs)
We propose a specialized MST algorithm, Isotonic Regression Trees (IRTs), which can be used
to solve the bid landscape forecasting problem. The tree segments ad spot auctions according
to contexts such as the auctioned ad spot’s dimensions in pixels and the visiting user’s location.
Here, an ad spot auction refers to the selling mechanism of a particular advertisement opportunity
(e.g., location on website) for a particular user (e.g., visitor to website). Thus the “market” to be
segmented in this application includes all instances of advertisement opportunities for users. Within
each leaf of the tree, an isotonic regression model is used as the response model to estimate the bid
landscape of the auctions belonging to that leaf. Let p ≥ 0 denote an auction bid, and let y be a
binary variable which equals 1 if and only if the bid won the auction. The isotonic regression model
in each leaf l, denoted by fl(y|p), estimates the probability that a given bid of p will result in an
outcome of y for auctions in that leaf.
An isotonic regression model is a free-form curve fitted to historical data in the following way:
the curve is the best monotonically-increasing curve that minimizes the training set prediction error
(as defined by mean-squared error). The constraint of monotonicity is natural for this application,
as the probability of an auction win should increase when the submitted bid p increases. Isotonic
regression models are non-parametric and uniformly consistent estimators, feasibly capturing any
noisy, monotone function given sufficient data (Brunk, 1970; Hanson et al., 1973). Also, the decision
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(a) IR model (first leaf) (b) IR model (second leaf)
Figure 2.2: Estimated bid landscapes in two leaves of an IRT fit on bid data collected by a large DSP.
The isotonic regression models are fit on training sets of auction outcomes (blue circles) within
each leaf. Also included in the figures are logistic regression models trained on the same data. The
models are compared against a curve (blue dashed line) constructed by bucketing the training set
bids and computing the fraction of auction wins in each bucket.
tree segmentation procedure of MSTs is non-parametric, imposing no distributional assumptions
about the data. Thus, IRTs offer a fully non-parametric, interpretable algorithm for bid landscape
estimation.
Figure 2.2 plots the estimated isotonic regression models in two different leaves of an IRT trained
on historical bidding data collected by an anonymous DSP. As the figure demonstrates, different
types of auctions can have differently-shaped bid landscapes, and the isotonic regression models
are flexible enough to capture these differences. The figure also suggests that parametric models
can fail to exhibit this level of robustness: a logistic regression model trained on the same data fails
to adequately capture the (approximately) concave bid landscape shown in Figure 2.2a. Logistic
regression is one of the most common parametric approaches for probabilistically modeling binary
response data and has been used for personalized marketing in several previous works (McMahan
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et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2015; Ettl et al., 2019).
We mention in passing that IRTs also offer a powerful new tool for personalized pricing
(Elmachtoub et al., 2018). In these settings, the contextual variables x are features encoding
the visiting customer, the decision p is the price of the offered product, and the response y is a
binary indicator of whether the customer purchased the product at that price. IRTs offer a non-
parametric alternative for demand modeling which (1) naturally captures the monotonic (decreasing)
relationship between product price and customer purchase probability through isotonic regression,
and (2) finds an interpretable market segmentation driven by differences in customers’ demand
models.
2.3.3 Training Procedure
We present an algorithm for training the MSTs outlined in Section 2.3.2. Assume there are n
training set observations, and denote the collection of all such observations by [n] = {1, . . . , n}.
Let i ∈ [n] denote an individual observation which consists of a context xi, decision pi, and response
yi. The training algorithm is fed the data {(xi, pi, yi)}i∈[n] and learns (1) a segmentation of the
contextual features xi, and (2) the response models fl(y|p) within each segment. In Section 2.3.3.1,
we first tackle problem (2) in isolation, showing how the final response models are optimized to
accurately estimate the distributions of responses given decisions in each leaf. We then propose
in Section 2.3.3.2 a training procedure for learning the market segmentation, which is driven by
optimizing the accuracy of the resulting collection of response models. In Section 2.3.3.3, we
discuss our open-source code base for training MSTs which includes several features such as
parallel processing for improved computational tractability on high-dimensional datasets. Finally, to
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theoretically demonstrate the tractability of our training procedure, we analyze in Section 2.3.3.4 the
asymptotic computational complexity of MST training in terms of the depth of the tree and number
of contextual variables. In particular, we show that the parallel processing scheme implemented
in our code base can significantly reduce or even nullify the effect of tree depth on computational
complexity.
2.3.3.1 Learning the Response Models
In what follows, we denote by Sl ⊆ [n] the subset of training set observations which belong to
leaf l of the MST, and we designate by fl(y|p) the corresponding response model. Given a class F
of response models, the goal is to find the response model fl ∈ F which most accurately models
the data {(pi, yi)}i∈Sl . Specifically, our notion of model accuracy is captured by a loss function
`(pi, yi; fl) which penalizes discrepancies between the observed response yi and the predicted
response distribution fl(y|pi). We assume that this loss function is additive, i.e. the loss incurred on
the entire training data should be interpreted as the sum of the prediction losses for each individual






`(pi, yi; fl) (2.2)
To tailor our MST training algorithm to specific applications, the practitioner simply needs to
specify a class of response models F and a loss function `(pi, yi; fl) for evaluating models fl ∈ F .
Below are examples for how these would be defined for the CMT and IRT models:
• CMT: The class of response models F are the set of MNL choice models characterized by
coefficients β ∈ Rq that satisfy Eq. (2.1). MNL models are typically trained using the loss
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function of negative log-likelihood, defined as `(pi, yi; fl) := − log(fl(y = yi|pi)).
• IRT: Since the response yi is binary, then without loss of generality we may identify F
as a class of functions fl(p) estimating the probability of y = 1 given the user belongs to
segment (leaf) l. Isotonic regression fits a monotonically increasing function to the training
data which minimizes mean squared error. Consequently, we define F as the set of all
monotonically-increasing functions fl : R → [0, 1], and the loss function is defined as




2.3.3.2 Learning the Segmentation
We now describe our market segmentation algorithm. From Eq. (2.2), L(Sl) represents the total
loss after training a response model on the collection of observations Sl. The goal of our market
segmentation algorithm is to find the MST which segments the data into L leaves, S1, ..., SL, whose






where P(n) is the collection of partitions satisfying
⊔
l Sl = [n].
It is clear that this optimization problem is NP-Complete, since training optimal classification
trees is a special case which is known to be NP-Complete (to formulate a classification tree as
an MST, let each response model map to a constant K ∈ {0, 1} and define the loss function as
classification loss) (Laurent and Rivest, 1976). Thus, we rely on a technique known as recursive
partitioning to approximate an optimal market segmentation. The procedure is directly analogous to
the CART algorithm for greedily training classification trees, recursively finding the best decision-
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tree split with the smallest loss across the resulting leaves (Breiman et al., 1984).
Denote the j-th attribute of the i-th context by xi,j . Starting with all of the data, consider a
decision tree split (j, s) encoded by a splitting variable j and split point s which partitions the data
into two leaves:
S1(j, s) = {i ∈ [n] | xi,j ≤ s} and S2(j, s) = {i ∈ [n] | xi,j > s} ,
if variable j is numeric, or
S1(j, s) = {i ∈ [n] | xi,j = s} and S2(j, s) = {i ∈ [n] | xi,j 6= s} ,
if variable j is categorical (note that this is a slight abuse of notation, as S1(j, s) and S2(j, s)
do not represent the final leaves of the tree but rather could eventually become internal splitting
nodes as the training procedure progresses). We wish to find the decision tree split (j, s) resulting




L(S1(j, s)) + L(S2(j, s)) (2.4)
This problem can be solved through an exhaustive search over all potential splitting variables
and split points, choosing the split (j, s) which achieves the best value of the objective function.
When evaluating each split (j, s), the data is partitioned according to the split and a response
model is fit in each partition through solving Eq. (2.2); the training errors from these models are
then summed together to compute objective function (2.4). For continuous numerical variables, a
search over all possible split points may be computationally infeasible, so instead the following
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approximation is used. The values of the continuous variable observed in the training data are
sorted, and every qth quantile is evaluated as a candidate split point, where q is a parameter chosen
by the practitioner. In our numerical experiments, the value of q varies between 2 and 10 depending
on the application.
After a split is selected in this manner, the procedure is then recursively applied in the resulting
leaves until a stopping criteria is met. Examples of stopping criteria include a maximum tree depth
limit or a minimum number of training set observations per leaf. To prevent overfitting, the CART
pruning technique detailed in Breiman et al. (1984) can be applied to the MST using a held-out
validation set of data. To keep our paper concise, we refer the reader to Breiman et al. (1984) for an
in-depth description of the pruning method.
2.3.3.3 Code Base for Training MSTs
We provide an open-source implementation of our training procedure in Python (Aouad et al., [n.
d.]). The implementation is general, allowing practitioners to specify the class of response models
F , loss function `(pi, yi; fl), and response model training procedure (i.e., procedure for solving Eq.
(2.2)) which is best suited for their particular application. The stopping criteria used in training the
MST is customizable as well: optional criteria include a maximum tree depth limit and a minimum
number of observations per leaf.
Our code offers several features for improved scalability on high-dimensional datasets. First, we
develop a parallelization scheme to be used by our algorithm in the event that multiple processor
cores are available. The main computational bottleneck of the training algorithm is in repeatedly
solving the split selection optimization problem of Eq. (2.4) to determine all internal splits of
the MST. At a given depth of the MST, determining all splits at this depth can be thought of as
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independent subproblems which can be computed in parallel; thus, our parallelization strategy
distributes all instances of the split selection optimization problem of Eq. (2.4) at a given tree
depth across any available processor cores. This parallelization scheme can lead to a significant
computational speedup of the training algorithm. We examine its impact on the training algorithm’s
computational complexity in Section 2.3.3.4, and we show that the strategy can significantly reduce
or even nullify the effect of tree depth on computational complexity for a sufficiently large number
of training observations.
Second, we take advantage of warm-starts to reduce the number of gradient descent iterations
needed to fit the response models as part of the split selection optimization problem of Eq. (2.4).
Specifically, for a given split, the parameter estimates of the parent’s response model are provided
as initial conditions for the gradient descent algorithm when fitting the response models of each
of its children. Among all response models computed in the tree, parent nodes are arguably the
most similar and informative estimates available. Moreover, this strategy evaluates and discards
uninformative splits quickly, since in these cases the children’s response model parameters are likely
to be very similar to those of their parent and therefore training them requires very few iterations
when warm started with the parent’s coefficients. Notably, we also apply a special warm-starting
procedure when finding the optimal split point for a numerical variable. Any candidate split points
for the numerical variable are evaluated in order of magnitude (e.g., “x < 1”, then “x < 2”, then
“x < 3”, etc.), and the response models corresponding to a particular split point are warm started
with those from the previous split point. We find that the warm-starts significantly reduce the overall
computational cost associated with learning the response models as part of the training procedure.
Finally, our code supports an adaptive optimization strategy to fit the response models, which
we describe below. As the recursive partitioning training procedure progresses, the number of
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response models in the tree increases and the average number of observations per response model
therefore decreases. Consequently, we observe empirically that different stages of the training
procedure may require different response model optimization algorithms, adapted to the number of
observations at hand. At the beginning of the recursive partitioning procedure, response models
are fit to large subsets of the training set. On such large training sets, optimization algorithms that
use mini-batching (e.g., stochastic gradient descent) may be required to efficiently fit the response
models. However, as the recursion progresses and the tree depth increases, the computational
burden shifts to fitting many small response models quickly, and thus, optimization methods with
few gradient descent iterations like Newton’s method are more efficient. Our code supports adapting
the response model optimization algorithm used during the fitting process to the current number
of observations. In our implementation of the CMT’s training algorithm, we shift from stochastic
gradient descent to Newton’s method to fit the response models as the training procedure progresses.
2.3.3.4 Computational Complexity
We provide theoretical bounds for the computational complexity of the MST training procedure as
the number of training set observations becomes large. For ease of analysis, we assume throughout
this section that the contextual variables are all binary and that the tree is trained to a fixed depth
specified a priori by the practitioner. Let n denote the number of training set observations, m
denote the number of contextual variables, and D denote the depth of the MST being trained. We
demonstrate two key properties, under some mild assumptions, of our training algorithm which
illustrate its scalability to high-dimensional datasets:
1. The training algorithm’s computational complexity is equivalent to fitting O(D ·m) response
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models on training data of size n (see Theorem 2).
2. Let Q denote the number of cores available for parallel processing, and assume that the
tree splits selected by the training algorithm are reasonably balanced. Then, the training
algorithm’s computational complexity is equivalent to fitting O(max{D/Q, 1} ·m) response
models on training data of size n (see Theorem 3).
Given that the number of response models in the MST scales exponentially in the tree’s
depth, one might expect the training algorithm’s computational complexity to be exponential in
D. However, we show through property (1) that under reasonable technical assumptions, training
time scales linearly in tree depth and in the number of contextual variables. Moreover, property (2)
implies that if the algorithm has access to a sufficiently large number of cores for parallel processing,
i.e. if Q is close in magnitude to D, then the effect of tree depth on training time can be greatly
diminished or even nullified. Typically, compute nodes on high-performance computing clusters
have at least 24 cores available for submitted jobs, and for many applications it is reasonable to
expect MST depth to be less than 24.
We now present two theorems which formally express the above properties. Let r denote the
number of parameters to be learned in the response models. Note that r is implicitly related to
the dimension of the decision variables p and the response variables y. Let f(n, r) denote the
computational cost of fitting a response model with r parameters to training data of size n, i.e. the
cost of solving the optimization problem in Eq. (2.2). For a given internal MST depth d ≤ D,
number the nodes at depth d according to {1, ..., 2d}. Let NT (d, l;n) denote the number of training
set observations belonging to node l ∈ {1, ..., 2d} at depth d of MST T . Note that NT (D, l;n) may
be interpreted as the number of observations belonging to each leaf l of the MST T (as by definition
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all leaves are of depth D in the MST).
Our first theorem relies on the following technical assumptions (the formal definitions for any
big-O notation are provided in Sections B.1 and B.2 of the appendix):





Assumption 2. g(n, r) is continuous, monotonic nondecreasing, and convex in n for all n ≥ 0.
Assumption 3. NT (D, l;n)→∞ as n→∞ for all l and T .
Assumption 4. g(n, r)→∞ as n→∞.
Assumptions 1 and 2 express that f(n, r) can be asymptotically bounded by another function
g(n, r) which is continuous, monotonic non-decreasing, and convex in n. For example, if f(n, r)
denotes the training time of a linear regression response model on n observations and r parameters,
then we may set g(n, r) = nr2 + r3 (the complexity of computing the closed-form Ordinary Least
Squares estimate) which satisfies the functional properties of Assumptions 1 and 2. Assumption
3 may be interpreted as a weak assumption on the distribution of the contextual variables in the
training set. The assumption expresses that, for every finite partitioning of the contextual variables
dictated by different MSTs of depth D, the number of observations in each partition increases
without bound as n increases. Finally, Assumption 4 ensures that g(n, r) is an asymptotically
unbounded function of n. This property holds for any non-constant runtime function, including the
function g(n, r) = nr2 + r3 specified above.
Having defined the requisite assumptions, we now present our first theorem:
Theorem 2. If assumptions 1, 2, 3, and 4 hold, then the computational complexity of the MST’s
training algorithm may be expressed as O
(




The proof of the theorem is contained in Appendix B.1. Theorem 2 implies that the complexity
of the MST’s training algorithm is equivalent to fitting C ·D ·m response models to the training
data, where C is a constant independent of the problem parameters. We demonstrate in the appendix
that for sufficiently large n, C may be bounded by (1 + ε) where ε is taken to be arbitrarily small.
Next, we analyze how the computational complexity of the training procedure is improved
through use of the parallel processing scheme outlined in Section 2.3.3.3. For depths d =
0, 1, ..., D − 1, the training algorithm parallelizes the split selection procedure of Eq. (2.4) across
all nodes of depth d within the MST. Note that all nodes across a given depth d collectively partition
the training set observations, i.e.
∑
lNT (d, l;n) = n. In order to effectively distribute each node’s
workload across the available cores for parallel processing, it is important that the partitioning of
observations across nodes is not greatly imbalanced. Indeed, the worst case for parallel processing
is for one node to contain all of the observations, in which case parallelization yields no benefits
for our training algorithm. Thus, we assume that all splits chosen by the recursive partitioning
procedure are reasonably balanced, i.e. partition the data into roughly equal proportions. This
condition gives rise to the following additional technical assumptions for our next theorem:
Assumption 5. Let T denote the trained MST. For all d ∈ {0, ..., D − 1} and l ∈ {1, ..., 2d},
NT (d, l;n) = O(n/2
d).









Assumption 5 states that all splits in the trained MST partition the observations into roughly
equal proportions up to a multiplicative constant. To ensure this assumption holds in practice, one
may restrict the split selection procedure of Eq. (2.4) to only include splits which are not greatly
imbalanced. This is arguably desirable from a learning perspective as well, as balanced splits can
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yield shallower and thus more interpretable decision trees. Assumption 6 is a technical assumption
which is needed for the following chain of inequalities combining Assumptions 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6 to
hold. Let T denote the trained MST, then for all d ≤ D− 1, l ∈ {1, ..., 2d}, and n sufficiently large,
f(NT (d, l;n), r) ≤ C1g(NT (d, l;n), r)
≤ C1g(C2n/2d, r)
≤ C1C3g(n/2d, r) ,
whereC1,C2, andC3 are universal constants. These inequalities together express that f(NT (d, l;n), r) =
O(g(n/2d, r)), where the first inequality uses Assumptions 1 and 3, the second inequality uses
Assumption 5 and monotonicity of g(n, ·, ·), and the third inequality uses Assumption 6. Many
runtime functions satisfy Assumption 6, including the complexity of computing the linear regression
OLS estimator and, more generally, any function polynomial in n. For example, if g(n, r) = nah(r),
then:
g(Cn, r) = Canah(r) = Cag(n, r) = O(g(n, r))
Having motivated Assumptions 5 and 6, we now present our second theorem.
Theorem 3. If assumptions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 hold, then the computational complexity of the MST’s





The proof of the theorem is given in Appendix B.2. Theorem 3 implies that the the computational





to the training data. As discussed previously, we may diminish or even nullify the effect of tree
depth on model complexity by setting Q ≈ D, which is often feasible in practice due to the large
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number of cores available on high-performance computing clusters.
2.4 Experimental Results
In this section, we evaluate the empirical performance of our Market Segmentation Tree method-
ology on several datasets. Our results demonstrate that Market Segmentation Trees are not only
interpretable models but also yield competitive predictive performance of response behaviors when
compared with other state-of-the-art approaches.
2.4.1 Choice Model Tree Performance Evaluation
First, we apply the CMT algorithm to datasets derived from three “ground truth” models, each using
a different method for simulating choice behavior. Second, we train and evaluate CMTs on hotel
search data from the travel booking website Expedia.
2.4.1.1 Experiments Using Synthetic Datasets
Dataset Generation. In each dataset, a user is encoded through four contextual variables (x)
which can be used for the purposes of market segmentation. Each user is shown a random assortment
(p) of 2-5 options, with each option encoded by four features (e.g., price). The user’s response
(y) to the assortment represents which option the user chose. The objective is to find a market
segmentation of the contextual variables which leads to accurately predicting choice probabilities.
We generate 10 datasets – including contexts, assortments, and choices – from each of three
different “ground truth” models, summarized below. Further details of how each dataset is generated
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are included in Appendix B.3. Each dataset is comprised of 25000 training set observations, 25000
validation set observations, and 25000 test set observations.
1. “Context-Free” MNL: A single MNL model is used to simulate choices for all users. Con-
textual variables are simulated independently from choices, and therefore the contexts have
no relevance to choice prediction. Note that this simple MNL ground truth corresponds to a
CMT ground truth model of depth zero.
2. Choice Model Tree: Choices are simulated through a Choice Model Tree of depth 3. The
CMT maps users to leaves through decision tree splits on the users’ contextual variables.
Each leaf contains an MNL model used to simulate choices for all users belonging to that
leaf.
3. K-Means Clustering Model: Choices are simulated according to the following procedure
motivated by the popularK-means clustering market segmentation algorithm. Users belong to
one of K market segments, where K is sampled from the possible values of {4, 5, 6, 7}. Each
segment k ∈ {1, ..., K} is associated with its own MNL model as well as a “mean context
vector” x̄k. Each observation in the dataset is simulated by (1) sampling a market segment k
for the user, (2) sampling the user’s context (x) from a multivariate normal distribution with
mean parameter x̄k, and (3) sampling the user’s choice (y) from segment k’s MNL model.
Experimental setup. Using the training set observations for each of the generated datasets,
CMTs are trained to depths of 0, 3, and 5, which correspond to 1, 8, and 32 leaves (i.e., market
segments), respectively, and we prune the trees using the validation set observations according to
the procedure described in Breiman et al. (1984). Recall that the CMT of depth 0 is equivalent
to a single, context-free MNL model. We include CMTs of different depth sizes to examine the
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relationship between CMT model complexity and predictive accuracy. We also implement a K-
means approach (MNLKM) that uses training set observations to first perform K-means clustering
on the contextual features (x) and then fit an MNL model within each cluster. This clustering
method represents a typical approach for market segmentation, whereby users are segmented based
on feature dissimilarity rather than differences in their choice behavior. The number of clusters K
is tuned on a grid of values {1, 2, ..., Kmax} using the validation set observations. For each of the
CMT depths we consider, we allow MNLKM to utilize up to the same number of market segments
as that CMT; for example, a CMT trained to a depth of 3 is compared against an MNLKM utilizing
at most Kmax = 23 = 8 clusters. For further background on K-means clustering methods, we refer
the reader to Friedman et al. (2001).
Predictive accuracy on the test set observations is measured using mean absolute error (MAE),
which we define as follows. The absolute error with respect to a single observation is defined
as the average, taken over all options in the offered assortment, of absolute differences between
each option’s choice probability estimate and its true choice probability specified by the ground
truth model. Next, the mean absolute error (MAE) is defined as the average absolute error over all
observations in the test set.
Results. We first evaluate the CMT and MNLKM algorithms on 10 different datasets generated
under the context-free MNL ground truth model in order to assess whether these approaches overfit
on the contextual variables when they have no underlying relationship with the choice outcomes.
The prediction errors incurred by the algorithms on the test sets are visualized in Figure 2.3. As
might be expected, we observe that the performance of the CMT and MNLKM algorithms are
equal when trained using a single market segment. Indeed, both a CMT of depth 0 and an MNLKM
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Figure 2.3: Test set MAEs incurred by the MNLKM and CMT algorithms on the context-free
MNL ground truth model. Each boxplot is constructed from the 10 datasets generated from the
context-free MNL ground truth model.
with K = 1 equivalently represent a single context-free MNL model. Since the ground truth for
these datasets is also a context-free MNL model, there is no model misspecifcation under both
approaches. Hence, the two algorithms achieve high levels of accuracy with average MAEs of less
than 0.0025.
When the CMT and MNLKM algorithms are trained on these datasets using a larger number of
market segments, they run the risk of overfitting since there is no underlying relationship between
contexts and choices specified by the context-free ground truth model. Overfitting could potentially
lead to poor out-of-sample predictive performance as well as impair the overall interpretability of
the models. However, we observe that the CMT and MNLKM algorithms achieve consistent test-set
performance when permitted to utilize larger numbers of market segments. This signifies that the
methodology used to prevent overfitting is working properly – the CMT pruning algorithm always
prunes the tree to depth 0 across the 10 datasets, and the MNLKM algorithm always selects K = 1
through its tuning procedure.
We next evaluate the CMT and MNLKM algorithms on 10 different datasets generated under
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Figure 2.4: Test set MAEs incurred by the MNLKM and CMT algorithms on the CMT ground truth
model. Each boxplot is constructed from the 10 datasets generated from the CMT ground truth
model.
the choice model tree ground truth model in order to assess whether CMTs are able to accurately
recover the ground truth when presented with a sufficient number of training observations and to
examine how MNLKM performs under model misspecification. The prediction errors incurred
by the algorithms on the test sets are visualized in Figure 2.4. When the CMTs are trained to a
depth of 3 (with 8 market segments), they often – but not always – recover the choice probability
distributions. Recall that the CMT ground truths have a depth of at most 3. Therefore, since our
CMT algorithm trained to depth 3 does not always capture the behavior of the ground truth model
even under a large number of training observations, we conclude that our training algorithm is not
guaranteed to recover an “optimal” tree (namely, a tree that best fits the training data at a fixed tree
depth). This is not surprising since our training method is based on a greedy recursive partitioning
heuristic, which comes with no guarantee for optimal recovery. Nevertheless, we observe that when
the CMTs are trained to a large enough depth of 5, they are able to capture the choice probability
distributions specified by the ground truth models almost perfectly. Although the combination of
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CMT splits found by the training algorithm is not necessarily optimal, each split is still selected
to greedily minimize choice prediction error, and therefore when applied in succession the CMT
will eventually estimate the underlying choice probability distributions to a very high degree of
accuracy.
We also examine the performance of the MNLKM algorithm on the same datasets. Although
the market segmentations obtained by MNLKMs improve prediction accuracy over the context-free
models (i.e., K = 1), they fail to attain competitive performance relative to the CMT models. This
is not necessarily surprising, since the ground truth is itself an instance of the CMT model, and
therefore we naturally expect CMTs to outperform other models on such datasets. However, the
degree of outperformance is rather large, with MNLKM incurring roughly 8 times the average MAE
attained by the CMT models when the algorithms are trained using 32 market segments. These
findings demonstrate that MNLKM is not necessarily robust to model misspecification. This is
likely because MNLKM does not consider the accuracy of the resulting collection of choice models
when performing market segmentation; instead users are clustered solely on the basis of similarities
in their contextual features.
Finally, we evaluate the CMT and MNLKM algorithms on 10 different datasets generated under
the K-means clustering ground truth model in order to assess whether our CMT algorithm can
accurately model choice behavior even when choices are generated through ground truth models
other than CMTs. The prediction errors incurred by the algorithms on the test sets are visualized in
Figure 2.5. We first observe that MNLKM accurately recovers the response probability distributions
specified by the ground truth model when the number of clusters K is suitably large. However, we
also observe that the CMT attains competitive predictive performance when trained to a suitably
large depth of 5 (with the same number of leaves as K used in MNLKM). The CMT is therefore
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Figure 2.5: Test set MAEs incurred by the MNLKM and CMT algorithms on theK-means clustering
ground truth model. Each boxplot is constructed from the 10 datasets generated from the K-means
clustering ground truth model.
able to overcome the potential model misspecification introduced by the K-means clustering ground
truth model. The CMT’s robustness to model misspecification may be explained in part by its
nonparametric decision tree splits, which permit the CMT to flexibly capture highly irregular
mappings from contexts to market segments. Also, as explained in the previous section, the CMT
training algorithm is designed to yield a market segmentation which attains high choice prediction
accuracy.
Overall, our experiments on the synthetic datasets demonstrate that CMTs reliably find market
segmentations which accurately model choice behavior. We observe on the context-free MNL
ground truth datasets that CMTs are robust to overfitting, and we observe on the CMT and K-means
clustering ground truth datasets that our CMT training procedure reliably estimates the underlying
choice probability distributions even when faced with potential model misspecification.
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2.4.1.2 Experiment Using Expedia Hotel Booking Dataset
To supplement our synthetic data experiments in the previous section, we next evaluate CMTs on
an actual dataset of hotel searches on Expedia made publicly available through the competition
“Personalize Expedia Hotel Searches” hosted by ICDM in 2013 (ICDM, 2013). Each hotel search
instance consists of the following types of information: (1) features encoding the user and their
search query (x), (2) the assortment of hotels displayed to the user including the display order on
the search results page (p), and (3) a hotel booking (choice), if any, the user made in response to the
displayed assortment (y). The CMT segments Expedia users on the basis of their user and search
query features, and within each segment the CMT applies an MNL to model user booking behavior
as a function of their displayed hotel assortments. A more detailed description of the Expedia
hotel booking dataset and minor pre-processing steps are included in Section B.3 of the appendix.
We randomly partition the observations (hotel searches) in the dataset into 239,490 training set
observations, 79,831 validation set observations, and 79,831 test set observations.
Experimental setup. Similar to the experiments we ran using synthetic datasets, we evaluate the
performance of our CMT algorithm compared to the context-free MNL and MNLKM benchmarks.
We train our CMT algorithm using the training set observations and use the validation set obser-
vations to prune the tree according to the procedure described in Breiman et al. (1984). For the
context-free MNL benchmark (MNL, for short), we use the training and validation set observations
to fit a single MNL model that ignores any user and search contextual information (x); recall that
this benchmark is equivalent to a CMT of depth 0. For the MNLKM benchmark, we use the training
set observations to perform K-means clustering on the user and search features (x) and then fit
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an MNL model within each cluster; the number of clusters K is tuned using the validation set
observations.
Predictive accuracy on the test set observations is measured using mean squared error (MSE),
which we define as follows. The squared error with respect to a single search is defined as the
sum, taken over all hotels in the displayed assortment, of squared differences between each hotel’s
booking probability estimate and its realized 0/1 booking outcome; the no-booking event and its
corresponding probability estimate are included in this sum as well. Mean squared error is then
defined as the average squared error over all searches in the test set. This metric is also referred to in
the literature as the Brier score and is a proper scoring rule for evaluating probabilistic predictions.
We also report the average test set log-likelihood losses achieved by the CMT and benchmarks in
our results. To ensure that the observed results are significant, we repeat the analysis across 10
different random allocations (“samplings”) of observations to the training, validation, and test sets.
We performed our numerical experiments on a Dell PowerEdge M915 Linux server using
75000 MB of memory and 8 processor cores. The CMT was trained using our open-source Python
implementation with a minimum leaf size of 100 observations, and to create a tree which is easily
visualized we restricted the maximum trained depth size to 8. We specify the negative log likelihood
loss function from Section 2.3.3.1 to score hotel booking prediction error, while our pruning
method is executed using the MSE metric. The training algorithm terminated after 18-28 hours of
computational time across the 10 different samplings of the dataset. The CMT was then pruned on
a validation set terminating after 2-4 minutes for each sampling. After pruning, the CMTs across
the different samplings all had a maximal depth of 8 and contained between 74 and 100 leaves.
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Table 2.1: Test set mean squared errors (MSEs) and log likelihoods of the CMT and the benchmarks
on 10 different samplings of the dataset, labeled as S1 through S10. The column “Avg.” measures
the average error across all 10 samplings, and the column “% Imp.” measures the percentage
improvement (decrease) in error from the CMT relative to each benchmark.
(a) Test set MSEs
Model S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 Avg. % Imp.
CMT 0.8304 0.8326 0.8313 0.8331 0.8335 0.8311 0.8315 0.8320 0.8308 0.8308 0.8317
MNL 0.8489 0.8512 0.8505 0.8522 0.8519 0.8503 0.8499 0.8513 0.8496 0.8503 0.8506 2.2%
MNLKM 0.8345 0.8367 0.8357 0.8378 0.8380 0.8349 0.8356 0.8366 0.8355 0.8357 0.8361 0.53%
(b) Test set Log Likelihoods
Model S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 Avg. % Imp.
CMT 2.4038 2.4069 2.4052 2.4086 2.4119 2.4046 2.4033 2.4095 2.4051 2.4018 2.4060
MNL 2.4439 2.4493 2.4467 2.4519 2.4533 2.4474 2.4448 2.4534 2.4472 2.4448 2.4483 1.72%
MNLKM 2.4119 2.4168 2.4138 2.4199 2.4217 2.4129 2.4124 2.4205 2.4160 2.4131 2.4159 0.41%
Results. The test set performance of the CMT and benchmarks across the 10 samplings is given
in Table 2.1. In interpreting the reported MSEs, it is important to note that the highest possible
squared error per search is 2 rather than 1 as one might expect; to see this, note that an error of
2 occurs when an incorrect outcome is predicted with probability 1. The CMT achieves higher
test set accuracy than the MNL and MNLKM benchmarks across all 10 samplings of the dataset,
which demonstrates the CMT’s consistently dominant performance over these algorithms. However,
the magnitude by which the CMT outperforms the benchmarks is rather modest, with an average
2.2% MSE improvement over the MNL benchmark and 0.53% MSE improvement over MNLKM.
One could argue that the small difference in performance between the context-free MNL and
CMT signifies that market segmentation offers little predictive value for this dataset. However,
as we next demonstrate, there exist “high-impact” market segments in which the CMT achieves
substantial accuracy improvement over the MNL. Moreover, the CMT offers an easily interpretable
segmentation unlike the other benchmarks.
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Figure 2.6: Histogram plotting the percentage improvements in test-set MSE of the CMT over the
MNL benchmark across individual market segments (“leaves”) of the CMT. The data plotted in the
histogram is from the first sampling S1; other samplings exhibit a similar shape.
Figure 2.6 provides a histogram of the CMT’s test set percentage improvement in MSE over
the context-free MNL across the individual market segments (“leaves”) of the CMT; only markets
with greater than 50 test set observations are included in the histogram. As the figure demonstrates,
there exist several markets in which the CMT substantially outperforms the context-free MNL, with
five markets seeing a 29-37% improvement in predictive accuracy. However, these markets are
small in size, collectively comprising less than 2% of all test set observations; thus, they are largely
neglected in the reported accuracy metrics. Moreover, the CMT achieves remarkably consistent
improvement in accuracy over the MNL model across the 89 market segments included in the
histogram – only five markets observe a loss in predictive performance, and the performance loss
never exceeds -1.5%.
Finally, the consistent outperformance of the CMT relative to MNLKM across the 10 samplings
of the dataset illustrates the value of more informed market segmentation procedures in modeling and
predicting user behavior. It is also important to note that the CMT achieves accuracy improvement
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over MNLKM while also being a more interpretable and easily visualized market segmentation
model. While the magnitude of the CMT’s percentage improvement over MNLKM is modest at
0.53%, this can largely be explained by the small performance gain of the CMT over MNL explored
above, as the MNL’s performance serves as a lower bound for MNLKM’s (noting that the MNL
model is equivalent to an MNLKM model with K = 1). Therefore, we would expect to see even
greater improvement in settings with more user features and whose user features better predict user
choices.
2.4.2 Isotonic Regression Tree Performance Evaluation
In this section, we train and evaluate IRTs on bidding data from a Demand Side Platform (DSP),
which will remain anonymous for confidentiality. The DSP provided us with several weeks of
bidding data across three different ad exchanges. For each ad exchange (referred to as exchanges 1, 2,
and 3), an IRT is trained on a dataset of historical bids submitted by the DSP between 1/13/2019 and
1/24/2019, which amount to a training set of 60-370 million bids per exchange. The IRT is pruned
using a validation set holding out 15% of the training data. Finally, the IRT is evaluated on test sets
of bids submitted between 1/25/2019 and 1/31/2019 amounting to 40-160 million bids per exchange.
Each observation in the data is encoded by (1) the user and ad spot auction features available to
the bidder (x), (2) the submitted bid price (p), and (3) the auction outcome (win/loss) (y). The IRT
segments advertisement opportunities for users on the basis of user and ad spot auction features,
and within each segment the IRT applies an isotonic regression model to predict the auction win
rate as a function of bid price. A detailed description of the user and ad spot auction features is
included in Section B.3 of the appendix.
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Experimental setup. We train our IRT algorithm using the training set observations and use the
validation set observations to prune the tree according to the procedure described in Breiman et al.
(1984). We compare the IRT algorithm’s predictive performance with the following benchmarks
trained and tested on the same datasets. In selecting which benchmarks to test alongside the
IRT, we restrict our consideration to models which perform market segmentation and produce
monotonically-increasing bid landscape curves.
• Const: A model which predicts a constant win probability for all bid prices equal to the
average training set win rate.
• IR: An isotonic regression model fit on the entire training set to estimate the auction win rate
given the submitted bid price. This is a “context-free” model and does not incorporate the
auction features (x).
• IRKM: Performs K-means clustering on the auction features (x) and then fits an isotonic
regression model within each cluster; the number of clusters K is tuned using the validation
set observations. K-means clustering is a common approach for market segmentation; this
benchmark segments auctions based on feature dissimilarity rather than differences in their
estimated bid landscapes.
• DSP: The bid landscape forecasting model which the DSP used in production during the
testing period (1/25/2019-1/31/2019), which was also trained using the same data as our
training set.
• LRT, LR, LRKM: We include analogous benchmarks testing the impact of using logistic
regression models as opposed to isotonic regression models. Logistic regression is one of the
most common parametric approaches for probabilistically modeling binary response data and
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has been used for personalized marketing in several previous works (McMahan et al., 2013;
Chen et al., 2015; Ettl et al., 2019). The benchmark LR fits a single, “context-free” logistic
regression model to the entire data; the benchmark LRKM performs K-means clustering on
the auction features and fits a logistic regression model in each cluster; and the benchmark
LRT runs our MST algorithm with logistic regression leaf models.
We conducted our experiments on a Dell PowerEdge M915 Linux server using 50000 MB
of memory and 8 processor cores. The IRT was trained on each exchange separately using our
open-source Python implementation, specifying a minimum leaf size of 10000 observations and no
depth limit. The IRT was trained and pruned using the mean-squared-error (MSE) metric, which
measures the average squared difference between the algorithms’ win probability estimates and the
realized auction outcomes. The training procedure terminated after 12-35 hours of computational
time across the three exchanges. Next, the trees were pruned on a validation set, taking 6-35 minutes
to complete per exchange. The final IRTs were of depths 52-78 and contained 800-4100 leaves.
Although the IRTs for this application are too large to be visualized, they may still be regarded as
interpretable bid landscape forecasting models since they map each auction to a single bid curve that
can be easily visualized and analyzed for bidding insights. The reasonable computation times of
our training and pruning procedures illustrate the scalability of our implementation when presented
with large-scale high-dimensional data.
Results. The test set performance of the IRT and benchmarks for each ad exchange is given in
Table 2.2, in which we report (1) overall MSE measured across the entire test data, and (2) the
MSEs for each individual day of test data (1/25/19-1/31/19). The algorithms were also compared
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on the basis of their test-set ROC curves using the AUC (area under curve) metric. The ROCs and
AUCs obtained by the algorithms are described by Figure 2.7.
Table 2.2: Test set mean squared errors (MSEs) of our algorithm (IRT) and the benchmarks on three
ad exchanges. The column “Avg.” measures the average MSE across all seven days of the test set,
and the column “% Imp.” measures the percentage improvement (decrease) in average MSE from
the IRT relative to each benchmark.
(a) Test set MSEs: Exchange 1
Model 1/25 1/26 1/27 1/28 1/29 1/30 1/31 Avg. % Imp.
IRT 0.0465 0.0476 0.0432 0.0474 0.0482 0.0539 0.0482 0.0480
LRT 0.0508 0.0508 0.0458 0.0504 0.0523 0.0588 0.0521 0.0518 7.3%
Const 0.0613 0.0613 0.0552 0.0599 0.0626 0.0718 0.0631 0.0625 23%
IR 0.0538 0.0545 0.0492 0.0529 0.0540 0.0619 0.0550 0.0546 12%
LR 0.0586 0.0584 0.0526 0.0571 0.0590 0.0680 0.0597 0.0593 19%
IRKM 0.0489 0.0497 0.0446 0.0488 0.0494 0.0556 0.0497 0.0497 3.4%
LRKM 0.0535 0.0540 0.0478 0.0522 0.0536 0.0603 0.0536 0.0537 11%
DSP 0.0564 0.0558 0.0508 0.0560 0.0569 0.0640 0.0592 0.0572 16%
(b) Test set MSEs: Exchange 2
Model 1/25 1/26 1/27 1/28 1/29 1/30 1/31 Avg. % Imp.
IRT 0.0276 0.0253 0.0341 0.0318 0.0366 0.0419 0.0405 0.0339
LRT 0.0301 0.0273 0.0368 0.0344 0.0393 0.0450 0.0437 0.0366 7.3%
Const 0.0316 0.0285 0.0391 0.0364 0.0414 0.0471 0.0451 0.0384 12%
IR 0.0305 0.0275 0.0371 0.0349 0.0397 0.0449 0.0432 0.0368 7.9%
LR 0.0320 0.0287 0.0394 0.0366 0.0417 0.0473 0.0455 0.0387 12%
IRKM 0.0281 0.0258 0.0345 0.0321 0.0369 0.0423 0.0408 0.0343 1.2%
LRKM 0.0306 0.0278 0.0372 0.0347 0.0396 0.0453 0.0440 0.0370 8.4%
DSP 0.0296 0.0285 0.0377 0.0341 0.0379 0.0428 0.0416 0.0359 5.6%
(c) Test set MSEs: Exchange 3
Model 1/25 1/26 1/27 1/28 1/29 1/30 1/31 Avg. % Imp.
IRT 0.1200 0.1090 0.1098 0.1184 0.1230 0.1311 0.1268 0.1199
LRT 0.1375 0.1198 0.1203 0.1303 0.1347 0.1386 0.1347 0.1310 8.5%
Const 0.1591 0.1361 0.1422 0.1510 0.1521 0.1631 0.1587 0.1520 21%
IR 0.1396 0.1232 0.1291 0.1348 0.1396 0.1500 0.1425 0.1372 13%
LR 0.1478 0.1262 0.1318 0.1418 0.1459 0.1567 0.1501 0.1431 16%
IRKM 0.1307 0.1155 0.1182 0.1267 0.1318 0.1408 0.1346 0.1285 6.7%
LRKM 0.1419 0.1208 0.1275 0.1371 0.1386 0.1498 0.1443 0.1373 13%
DSP 0.1661 0.1662 0.1759 0.1605 0.1646 0.1724 0.1763 0.1689 29%
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Figure 2.7: Test set ROC curves and AUCs of our algorithm (IRT) and the benchmarks on three ad
exchanges. The benchmark IR, not shown in the figure due to space constraints, achieved AUCs of
0.844, 0.776, and 0.716 on exchanges 1,2, and 3, respectively.
The IRT attains a lower MSE than all benchmarks for each of the 21 individual days of test data.
The IRT achieves a 5-29% improvement in overall MSE and 2-14% improvement in AUC over the
DSP’s approach across the three exchanges. The IRT also achieves a 7-13%/7-15% improvement
in MSE/AUC relative to the IR benchmark and a 1-7%/0.6-5% improvement relative to IRKM.
The strong performance of IRT over IR demonstrates the value of segmentation in bid landscape
forecasting. Moreover, the superior performance of IRT over IRKM illustrates the gains achieved
by applying a supervised segmentation procedure, driven by accurately capturing differences in the
underlying segments’ bid landscapes. Notably, each benchmark using isotonic regression achieves
better empirical performance than its logistic regression counterpart. This finding illustrates that
isotonic regression models can offer substantial improvements in terms of predictive accuracy over
other parametric approaches for bid landscape forecasting.
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2.5 Conclusion
We propose a new framework for tractably training decision trees for the purposes of market seg-
mentation and personalized decision-making which we call “Market Segmentation Trees” (MSTs).
While more traditional approaches to market segmentation (e.g., K-means) segment customers
solely on the basis of their feature similarity, MSTs learn an interpretable market segmentation
explicitly driven by identifying and grouping together customers with similar responses to per-
sonalized decisions. We propose a training algorithm for MSTs in which decision tree splits are
recursively selected to optimize the predictive accuracy of the resulting collection of response mod-
els. We provide an open-source code base in Python which implements the training algorithm and
can be easily customized to fit different personalized decision-making applications. We incorporate
several strategies into the code base for improved scalability such as parallel processing and warm
starts, and we provide a theoretical analysis of the code’s asymptotic computational complexity
supporting its tractability in large data settings.
To demonstrate the versatility of our methodology, we design two new, specialized MST
algorithms: (i) Choice Model Trees (CMTs) which can be used to predict a user’s choice amongst
multiple options, and (ii) Isotonic Regression Trees (IRTs) which can be used to solve the bid
landscape forecasting problem. We examine the performance of CMTs on a variety of synthetic
datasets, observing that CMTs reliably find market segmentations which accurately predict choice
probabilities, overcome model misspecification, and are robust to overfitting. We also apply
our CMT algorithm to segment Expedia users and predict hotel bookings, and we find that the
CMT consistently outperforms other natural benchmarks by 0.53-2.2% in hotel booking predictive
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accuracy. We then examine the performance of IRTs using a large-scale dataset from a leading
Demand Side Platform (DSP), where we segment advertisement opportunities for users in order
to predict auction win rate as a function of bid price. Our IRT algorithm consistently outperforms
all benchmarks across 21 individual days of test data, notably achieving a 5-29% performance
improvement over the DSP’s current approach.
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Chapter 3
Decision Trees for Decision-Making under the
Predict-then-Optimize Framework
We consider the use of decision trees for decision-making problems under the predict-then-optimize
framework. That is, we would like to first use a decision tree to predict unknown input parameters
of an optimization problem, and then make decisions by solving the optimization problem using the
predicted parameters. A natural loss function in this framework is to measure the suboptimality
of the decisions induced by the predicted input parameters, as opposed to measuring loss using
input parameter prediction error. This natural loss function is known in the literature as the Smart
Predict-then-Optimize (SPO) loss, and we propose a tractable methodology called SPO Trees
(SPOTs) for training decision trees under this loss. SPOTs benefit from the interpretability of
decision trees, providing an interpretable segmentation of contextual features into groups with
distinct optimal solutions to the optimization problem of interest. We conduct several numerical
experiments on synthetic and real data including the prediction of travel times for shortest path
problems and predicting click probabilities for news article recommendation. We demonstrate
on these datasets that SPOTs simultaneously provide higher quality decisions and significantly




Many decision-making problems of interest to practitioners can be framed as optimization problems
containing uncertain input parameters to be estimated from data. For example, personalized
advertising requires estimation of click/conversion probabilities as a function of user features,
portfolio optimization problems necessitate accurate predictions of asset returns, and delivery
routing problems require forecasts of travel times. A convenient and widely-utilized framework for
addressing these problems is the predict-then-optimize framework. Predict-then-optimize is a two
step approach which (i) first predicts any uncertain input parameters using a machine learning (ML)
model trained on historical data, and (ii) then generates decisions by solving the corresponding
optimization problem using the predicted parameters. Typically, the ML models in this framework
are trained using loss functions measuring prediction error (e.g., mean squared error) without
considering the impact of the predictions on the downstream optimization problem. However,
for many practitioners, the primary interest is in obtaining near-optimal decisions from the input
parameter estimates rather than minimizing prediction error. In this work, we provide a methodology
for training decision trees, under the predict-then-optimize framework, to minimize decision error
rather than prediction error.
A natural idea is to integrate the prediction task with the optimization task, training the ML
models using a loss function which directly measures the suboptimality of the decisions induced by
the predicted input parameters. Elmachtoub and Grigas (2017) propose such a loss function for a
broad class of decision-making problems, which they refer to as the Smart Predict-then-Optimize
loss (SPO loss). However, the authors note that training ML models using SPO loss is likely
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infeasible due to the SPO loss function being nonconvex and discontinuous (and therefore not
differentiable). The authors therefore propose a convex surrogate loss function they refer to as SPO+
loss, which they show is Fisher consistent with respect to SPO loss under some assumptions. Wilder
et al. (2019a) also note the nondifferentiability of SPO loss and modify the objective function of
the nominal optimization problem to derive a differentiable, surrogate loss function. Both works
demonstrate empirically that training ML models using the surrogate loss functions yields better
decisions than models trained to minimize prediction error. However, the surrogate loss functions
are not guaranteed to recover optimal decisions with respect to SPO loss and merely serve as
approximations for computational feasibility. A practical and general methodology for training ML
models using SPO loss directly has not yet been proposed.
In this work, we present algorithms for training decision trees to minimize SPO loss, which we
call SPO Trees (SPOTs). Despite the nonconvexity and discontunity of the SPO loss function, we
show that the optimization problem for training decision tree models with respect to SPO loss can be
greatly simplified through exploiting certain structural properties of decision trees. Therefore, to the
best of our knowledge, we provide the first tractable methodology for training an ML model using
SPO loss for a general class of decision-making problems. Decision trees are typically trained using
“greedy” recursive partitioning approaches to minimize prediction error such as the popular CART
algorithm (Breiman et al., 1984); several recent works have also proposed integer programming
strategies for training decision trees to optimality (Bertsimas and Dunn, 2017; Günlük et al., 2018;
Verwer and Zhang, 2019; Hu et al., 2019; Aghaei et al., 2020). We propose tractable extensions of
the greedy and integer programming methodologies from the literature to train decision trees using
SPO loss. We also provide methodology for training an ensemble of SPO Trees to boost decision
performance, which we refer to as SPO Forests. We conduct several numerical experiments on
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synthetic and real data demonstrating that SPOTs simultaneously find higher quality decisions while
exhibiting significantly lower model complexity (i.e., depth) than other tree-building approaches
trained to only minimize prediction error (e.g., CART). Implementations of our algorithms and
experiments may be found at https://github.com/rtm2130/SPOTree. The paper resulting from this
thesis work is also available online (Elmachtoub et al., 2020).
We remark that the use of decision trees for decision-making problems has seen increased
attention in practice and recent literature due to their interpretability (Kallus, 2017; Elmachtoub
et al., 2017; Ciocan and Mišić, 2018; Bertsimas et al., 2019; Aghaei et al., 2019; Aouad et al.,
2019). Decision trees for decision-making are seen as interpretable since their splits which map
features to decisions are easily visualized. One of our key findings is that SPOTs end up being even
more interpretable than trees trained to minimize prediction error as they require significantly less
leaves to yield high-quality decisions. Finally, we note that decision trees exhibit several desirable
properties as estimators. Namely, they are nonparametric, allowing them to capture nonlinear
relationships and interaction terms which would have to be manually specified in other models such
as linear regression.
3.1.1 Literature Review
There have been several approaches proposed in the recent literature for training decision tree
models for optimal decision-making. Bertsimas and Kallus (2019) show how to properly leverage
ML algorithms, including decision trees, in order to yield asymptotically optimal decisions to a
class of stochastic optimization problems. However, their decision trees are trained in the same
procedure as CART (but applied differently) and thus do not take into consideration the structure
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of the underlying decision-making problem. There has also been several recent works on training
decision trees for personalizing treatments among a finite set of possible options. Kallus (2017)
uses a loss function for training their trees which maximizes the efficacy of the recommended
treatments rather than minimizing prediction error. Bertsimas et al. (2019) consider a similar
treatment recommendation problem, but their approach uses an objective function involving a
weighted combination of prediction and decision error. Our approach considers a more general
class of decision-making problems potentially involving a large number of decisions represented by
a general feasible region. Aghaei et al. (2019) propose methodology for training decision trees for
decision-making problems using a loss function which penalizes predictions that discriminate on
sensitive features such as race or gender. However, their loss function does not consider the impact
of predictions on downstream decisions, instead seeking to minimize prediction error.
We also summarize a few additional approaches proposed in the literature which successfully
apply other types of ML models to decision-making problems. Kao et al. (2009) propose a loss
function for training linear regression models which minimizes a convex combination between
the prediction error and decision error. In addition to not considering decision tree models, their
setting considers only quadratic optimization problems with no constraints. Donti et al. (2017)
provide a more general methodology related to this line of work that relies on differentiating the
optimization problem. Wilder et al. (2019b) consider the problem of optimizing a function whose
input is a graph structure that is unknown but can be estimated through prediction. Their end-to-end
learning procedure involves constructing a simpler optimization problem in continuous space as
a differentiable proxy for the more complex graph optimization problem. Wilder et al. (2019a);
Mandi et al. (2020) consider training ML models using “decision-focused” loss functions for various
combinatorial optimization problems; their methods do not attempt to minimize SPO loss directly
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but rather employ simpler surrogate loss functions. Demirovic et al. (2019) propose methodology
for training linear regression models to directly minimize SPO loss, but their approach is specialized
for ranking optimization problems. By contrast, we propose methodology for training decision
trees under SPO loss for a more general class of optimization problems (which subsumes ranking
problems as a special case).
3.2 The Predict-then-Optimize Framework
In this section, we summarize the predict-then-optimize framework and the SPO loss proposed
in Elmachtoub and Grigas (2017). We focus on a general class of decision-making problems
which can be described by an optimization problem with known constraints and an unknown linear
objective function (at the time of solving) which can be predicted from feature data. Many relevant
problems of interest fall under this general structure, include predicting travel times for shortest
path problems, predicting demand for inventory management problems, and predicting returns for
portfolio optimization.
We let S ⊆ Rd denote the feasible region for the decisions, where d is the dimension of
the decision space. The decision-making problem can then defined mathematically as z∗(c) =
minw∈S c
Tw, where c ∈ Rd is a cost vector of the optimization problem and w ∈ Rd is the
vector of decision variables. Let W ∗(c) = arg minw∈S{cTw} denote the set of optimal decisions
corresponding to z∗(c), and let w∗(c) denote an arbitrary individual member of the set W ∗(c). It
is assumed that S is specified in such a way that the computation of w∗(c) and z∗(c) are tractable
for any cost vector c; for example, commercial optimization solvers are known to capably solve
optimization problems with linear, conic, and/or integer constraints.
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In the predict-then-optimize framework, the true cost vector is not known at the time of solving
w∗(·) for an optimal decision, and thus a predicted cost vector ĉ is used instead. Our predictions will
rely on training a ML model from a given dataset {(x1, c1), (x2, c2), ..., (xn, cn)}, where x ∈ Rp
denote a vector of p features available for predicting c. The n feature-cost samples in the dataset are
assumed to be independently and identically distributed according to an unknown joint distribution
on x and c. LetH denote a hypothesis class of candidate ML models f : Rp → Rd for predicting
cost vectors from feature vectors, where ĉ = f(x) is interpreted as the predicted cost vector
associated with feature vector x for model f . Finally, let `(·, ·) : Rd × Rd → R+ denote the loss
function used to train the ML models, where `(ĉ, c) scores the loss incurred by a prediction of ĉ
when the true cost vector is c. Given a specified hypothesis classH and loss function `(·, ·), the ML
models are trained through solving the following empirical risk minimization problem:







In words, the trained ML model f ∗ is the model in the hypothesis class H which achieves the
smallest average loss on the training data with respect to the given loss function `(·, ·). When
presented with a new feature vector x, the model f ∗ can be applied in predicting a cost vector
ĉ = f ∗(x), and an optimal decision w∗(ĉ) is then proposed using the prediction ĉ.
One common loss function is mean squared error (MSE) loss, defined as `MSE(ĉ, c) := ||ĉ−c||22.
By comparison, SPO loss scores predicted costs not by their prediction error but rather by the
quality of the decisions that they induce. Mathematically, SPO loss measures the excess cost
cTw∗(ĉ) − z∗(c) incurred from making the (potentially) sub-optimal decision w∗(ĉ) implied by
prediction ĉ when the true cost is c. Note that W ∗(ĉ) may contain more than one optimal solution
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Figure 3.1: Decision tree for a shortest path problem with two edges.
associated with ĉ. Therefore, Elmachtoub and Grigas (2017) define SPO loss with respect to the
worst-case decision from a predicted cost vector ĉ, defined mathematically below:
`SPO(ĉ, c) := max
w∈W ∗(ĉ)
{cTw} − z∗(c) . (3.2)
The authors note that training ML models under SPO loss directly is likely infeasible, as SPO loss
is nonconvex and discontinuous (and thus not differentiable) with respect to a given prediction
ĉ. Therefore, the authors instead provide an algorithm for training linear models using a convex
surrogate loss function called SPO+ loss. Wilder et al. (2019a) also note the nondifferentiability
of SPO loss and modify the objective function of the nominal optimization problem to derive a
differentiable, surrogate loss function. In contrast to prior work, we provide multiple strategies
for training decision trees using the SPO loss function directly. Our methodology is presented in
Section 3.4.
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3.3 Decision Trees for Decision-Making
In this work, we utilize decision trees under the predict-then-optimize framework. To illustrate this
concept, we consider a simple shortest path problem in a graph with two nodes and two candidate
roads between them, each with unknown travel times (edge costs) c1 and c2. We assume that there
are p = 3 features available for predicting edge costs: x1 is a binary feature to indicate a weekday,
x2 is the current hour of the day, and x3 is a binary feature to indicate snowfall. The goal is to
choose the path with the smallest cost given the observed features. An example of a decision tree
applied to this problem is provided in Figure 3.1, although we note the same logic applies to an
arbitrarily sized shortest path graph. Decision trees partition the feature space Rp through successive
splits on components of the feature vector x. Each split takes the form of a yes-or-no question
with respect to a single component. Continuous or ordinal features are split using inequalities, and
categorical features are split using equalities. The partitions of Rp resulting from the decision tree
splits are referred to as the leaves of the tree. Each leaf assigns a single predicted cost vector ĉ and
associated decision w∗(ĉ) to all feature vectors which map to that leaf. We define the depth of a leaf
as the number of splits taken to reach that leaf. The depth of the tree is defined as the maximum of
the depths of its leaves.
Decision trees are widely regarded as being very interpretable machine learning models, as
the mapping from features to costs/decisions may be easily visualized and analyzed for insights.
For example, in the decision tree of Figure 3.1, the second leaf from the left corresponds to the
splits x2 < 10, x1 = 1, and x2 ≥ 7, which may be interpreted as the tree determining whether it is
currently morning rush hour (i.e., a weekday between 7am and 10am).
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3.3.1 An Illustrative Example
We provide a simple example to illustrate the behavior of decision trees trained using SPO loss
versus MSE loss (i.e., SPOTs versus CARTs). We again consider the two edge shortest path problem
from before, although we now assume there is only a single continuous feature x available for
predicting the travel times of the two edges. We generate a dataset of 10000 feature-cost pairs by (1)
sampling 10000 feature values from a Uniform(0,1) distribution, and (2) computing each feature’s
associated edge cost by the equations c1 = 5x+ 1.9 and c2 = (5x+ 0.4)2 with no noise for the sake
of illustration. We then train a decision tree to minimize SPO loss on this dataset, employing the
SPOT training methods detailed in the next section. For sake of comparison, we also train a CART
decision tree on the same dataset. CARTs are trained to minimize prediction error, specifically,
mean-squared error in our experiments.
The predictive and decision performance of the SPOT and CART training algorithms are given
in Figure 3.2. Figures 3.2a-3.2c visualize the cost predictions of the SPOT and CART algorithms
and compare them against the true unknown edge costs. The two edge costs are equal at x = 0.28,
at which point the optimal decision switches from taking edge 2 to taking edge 1. We therefore
refer to the point x = 0.28 as the optimal or true decision boundary, and is referenced in the figures
as a grey vertical line. We also include in the figures the decision boundaries implied by the cost
predictions of the SPOT and CART algorithms.
As shown in Figure 3.2a, the SPO Tree immediately identifies the correct decision boundary
through the split “x < 0.28”. This behavior is unsurprising, as any other individual split would have
resulted in a suboptimal SPO loss incurred on the training set. Each leaf of the SPO tree yields a
single predicted cost vector, which is visualized by the flat prediction lines in the regions “x < 0.28”
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(a) SPOT (Depth 1) (b) CART (Depth 1)
(c) CART (Depth 4) (d) SPOT vs CART Loss
Figure 3.2: Predictive and decision performance of SPOT and CART decision trees. Figures (a)-(c)
visualize the cost predictions of SPOT (blue) and CART (orange) alongside the true cost values
(grey). Figure (d) plots the normalized extra travel time of the algorithms as a function of their
trained tree depth.
and “x ≥ 0.28” of the figure.
Figures 3.2b and 3.2c show the cost vector predictions of the CART algorithm. When trained to
a depth of 1 (i.e., a single split), CART results in a severely incorrect decision boundary at x = 0.
This occurs because CART splits at x < 0.62, and in each of the resulting leaves from this split edge
2 is predicted to have a higher cost than edge 1. Therefore the CART algorithm incorrectly predicts
that path 1 is always optimal, resulting in the decision boundary of x = 0. The CART algorithm
does not split on the optimal decision boundary because this is not the split which minimizes cost
prediction error on the training set. Consequently, although the cost predictions of CART may be
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more accurate, the implied shortest path decisions are suboptimal for a significant percentage (28%)
of feature values.
As shown in Figure 3.2c, when CART is permitted to utilize more splits up to a tree depth of 4,
it is able to nearly recover the optimal decision boundary. Even though each individual split taken
by CART has less value for decision-making, the splits in combination finely partition the feature
space into small enough regions that the predicted cost vectors are highly accurate within each
region. Therefore, when trained to a significant depth, CARTs – and more generally, decision trees –
potentially have a high enough model complexity to achieve near perfect predictions which translate
into near perfect decisions. However, in settings with limited training data, it is no longer possible to
train decision trees to a suitably high depth, as a sufficient number of training observations per leaf
are required to estimate the leaf cost predictions accurately. Therefore, in these settings, maximizing
the contribution of each decision tree split to optimal decision-making becomes a higher priority.
Moreover, lower depth decision trees are often preferred for their interpretability and reduced risk
of overfitting.
Figure 3.2d assesses the decisions from the SPOT and CART algorithms when trained to
different tree depths. The decisions are scored on a held out set of data using the metric of






∗(ci). Unsurprisingly, the SPO Tree achieves
zero decision error at all training depths since it correctly identified the decision boundary at depth
1. By comparison, the CART algorithm exhibits comparatively high decision error at depths 1-3
and only begins to reach a decision error near zero at depth 4. Therefore, the SPO Tree achieves
high quality decisions while also being significantly less complex than the CART tree required for
comparable decision quality. We show in Section 3.5 that this behavior is consistently observed
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across a range of synthetic and real datasets.
3.4 Methodology
We now propose several algorithms for training decision trees using the SPO loss function, and we
call the resulting models SPO Trees (SPOTs). The objective of any decision tree training algorithm
is to partition the training observations into L leaves, R1, ..., RL := R1:L, whose predictions















Above, the constraint R1:L ∈ T indicates that the allocation of observations to leaves must follow
the structure of a decision tree (i.e., determined through repeated splits on the feature components).
The CART algorithm greedily selects tree splits which individually minimize this objective with
respect to mean squared error prediction loss (Breiman et al., 1984). More recently, integer
programming strategies have been proposed for optimally solving (3.3) with respect to classification
loss (Bertsimas and Dunn, 2017; Günlük et al., 2018; Verwer and Zhang, 2019; Hu et al., 2019;
Aghaei et al., 2020). We next describe tractable extensions of these greedy and integer programming
methodologies from the literature to train decision trees using SPO loss, which has been shown to
have favorable generalization bounds in several settings (El Balghiti et al., 2019).
Elmachtoub and Grigas (2017) note that training machine learning models under SPO loss is
likely infeasible due to the loss function being nonconvex and discontinuous in the predicted cost
vectors. However, we show that optimization problem (3.3) for training decision trees under SPO
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loss can be greatly simplified through Theorem 4, which states that the average of the cost vectors
corresponding to a leaf node minimizes the SPO loss in that leaf node.
Theorem 4. Let c̄l := 1|Rl|
∑
i∈Rl ci denote the average cost of all observations within leaf l. If c̄l
has a unique minimizer in its corresponding decision problem, then c̄l minimizes within-leaf SPO
loss. More simply, if |W ∗(c̄l)| = 1, then c̄l = arg minĉl
∑
i∈Rl `SPO(ĉl, ci).
Proof: Let c̄l be defined as stated in the theorem. We will show that the within-leaf SPO loss
associated with predicting c̄l lower bounds that of predicting any other feasible cost vector ĉl ∈ Rd.


























































≤ 0 (by definition of w∗(c̄l))
We have thus demonstrated that c̄l achieves a within-leaf SPO loss lower or equal to that of any
other cost vector ĉl ∈ Rd, thereby proving the theorem.
Note that the optimal solution to the underlying decision problem has a unique solution except
in a few degenerate cases (e.g., the supplied cost vector is the zero vector). To ensure that these
degenerate cases have measure 0, it is sufficient to assume that the marginal distribution of c given
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x is continuous and positive on Rd. Empirically, to guarantee uniqueness of an optimal solution,
one can simply add a small noise term to every cost vector in the training set. Therefore, in what
follows, we assume that W ∗(c̄l) is a singleton for any feasible c̄l and utilize Theorem 4 throughout.
Theorem 4 expresses that the cost vector which minimizes within-leaf SPO loss may be
expressed in closed form as the average of the cost vectors belonging to the given leaf. We utilize



























3.4.1 SPOT: Recursive Partitioning Approach
To obtain a quick and reliable solution to optimization problem (3.4), we propose using recursive
partitioning to train SPO Trees with respect to the above objective function. CART employs
the same procedure to find decision trees which approximately minimize training set prediction
error. Define xi,j as the j-th feature component corresponding to the i-th training set observation.
Beginning with the entire training set, consider a decision tree split (j, s) represented by a splitting
feature component j and split point s which partitions the observations into two leaves:
R1(j, s) = {i ∈ [n] | xi,j ≤ s} and R2(j, s) = {i ∈ [n] | xi,j > s} ,
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if variable j is numeric, or
R1(j, s) = {i ∈ [n] | xi,j = s} and R2(j, s) = {i ∈ [n] | xi,j 6= s} ,
if variable j is categorical. Here, we define [n] as shorthand notation for the set {1, 2, ..., n}. The



















In words, the training procedure “greedily” selects the single split whose resulting decisions
obtain the best SPO loss on the training set. Problem (3.5) can be solved by computing the
objective function value associated with every feasible split (j, s) and selecting the split with the
lowest objective value. Leveraging Theorem 4, a split’s objective value may be determined by (1)
partitioning the training observations according to the split, (2) determining the average cost vectors
c̄1 and c̄2 and associated decisions w∗(c̄1) and w∗(c̄2) in each leaf, (3) computing the SPO loss in
each leaf resulting from the decisions, and (4) adding the SPO losses together and dividing by n. We
observe empirically that the computation of a split’s objective value is very fast due to the decision
oracle w∗(·) only needing to be called once in each partition. Checking all possible split points s
associated with continuous feature components j may be computationally prohibitive, so instead
we recommend the following heuristic. All unique values of the continuous feature observed in the
training data are sorted, and the consideration set of potential split points is determined through
only considering certain quantiles of the feature values.
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After a first split is chosen, the greedy split selection approach is then recursively applied in the
resulting leaves until one of potentially several stopping criteria is met. Common stopping criteria
to be specified by the practitioner include a maximum depth size for the tree and/or a minimum
number of training observations per leaf. The decision tree pruning procedure from Breiman et al.
(1984) (using SPO loss as the pruning metric) may be further applied to reduce model complexity
and prevent overfitting.
3.4.2 SPOT: Integer Programming Approach
We also consider using integer programming to solve optimization problem (3.3) to optimality for
training decision trees using SPO loss. Here we leverage the simplified form (3.4) of optimization
problem (3.3) derived using Theorem 4. We show that the optimization problem (3.4) may be
equivalently expressed as a mixed integer linear program (MILP). MILPs are generally regarded as
being computationally feasible in many settings due to an incredible increase in the computational
power and sophistication of mixed-integer optimization solvers such as Gurobi and CPLEX over
the past decade. Let ril denote a binary variable which indicates whether training observation i



























Recall that the constraint r1:L ∈ T indicates that the allocation of observations to leaf nodes
must follow the structure of a decision tree (i.e., determined through repeated splits on the feature
components). There have been several frameworks proposed in the literature for encoding decision
trees using integer and linear constraints (Bertsimas and Dunn, 2017; Günlük et al., 2018; Verwer and
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Zhang, 2019; Aghaei et al., 2020). We have chosen to apply the framework proposed by Bertsimas
and Dunn (2017), as it naturally accommodates both continuous and categorical splits and also
automatically pools together leaf nodes which do not contribute to minimizing the objective function
(provided a small regularization parameter is introduced). We provide the complete formulation of
r1:L ∈ T as integer and linear constraints in Appendix C.1.
Define M1 := max{maxi,w∈S cTi w, 0} and M2 := max{maxi,w∈S −cTi w, 0} as sufficiently
large nonnegative constants which are finite due to the compactness of S. Note that M1 and
M2 may also be defined in terms of z∗(·) as max{maxi−z∗(−ci), 0} and max{maxi−z∗(ci), 0},
respectively. Theorem 5 shows that optimization problem (3.4) may be equivalently expressed as
a mixed integer linear program (MILP) and therefore can be tractably solved to optimality for a
modest number of integer variables.
Theorem 5. Assume that the decision feasibility constraints w ∈ S consist of only linear and














s.t. yil ≥ cTi wl −M1(1− ril), ∀i ∈ {1...n}, l ∈ {1...L},
yil ≥ −M2ril ∀i ∈ {1...n}, l ∈ {1...L},
wl ∈ S ∀l ∈ {1...L},
ril ∈ T ∀i ∈ {1...n}, l ∈ {1...L}
(3.6)
Proof: Let Nl = |Rl| denote the number of observations within leaf l. We first perform the
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cTi wl − z∗(ci)
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where in the last step we add the constraint that yil = rilcTi wl for every i and l. First, note that
this constraint may be equivalently expressed as yil ≥ rilcTi wl, as yil will always be set equal to its
minimum feasible value (rilcTi wl) since it is being minimized in the objective function. However,
this constraint is still not linear since it involves the multiplication of two decision variables ril and
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wl. We may rewrite it as the two linear constraints below:
yil ≥ cTi wl −M1(1− ril) and yil ≥ −M2ril .
Above, M1 and M2 are constants which upper bound cTi wl and −cTi wl, respectively, for all
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} and wl ∈ S. We therefore define M1 := max{maxi,w∈S cTi w, 0} and M2 :=
max{maxi,w∈S −cTi w, 0} which are finite due to the compactness of S. Note that when the cost
vectors are all nonnegative (nonpositive), then M2 = 0 (M1 = 0) assuming the decision variables
w are nonnegative for all feasible w ∈ S. Thus, the optimization problem for training decision trees













s.t. yil ≥ cTi wl −M1(1− ril), ∀i ∈ {1...n}, l ∈ {1...L},
yil ≥ −M2ril ∀i ∈ {1...n}, l ∈ {1...L},
wl ∈ S ∀l ∈ {1...L},
ril ∈ T ∀i ∈ {1...n}, l ∈ {1...L}
Empirically, we have noticed a significant computational speed up in solving the MILP if it
is warm started with the solution recovered from the greedy algorithm. Furthermore, since the
greedy algorithm produces a feasible solution for the MILP, then the MILP is guaranteed to recover
a solution which is at least as optimal as the greedy solution, even if the MILP solver is prematurely
terminated. Therefore, in settings where training the MILP to optimality is computationally
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infeasible, we recommend warm-starting the MILP algorithm with the greedy algorithm and using
the MILP as a “solution improvement tool”, allowing the solver to continually improve the solution
until being terminated after it has exceeded a specified time limit. This is the procedure we employ
in our numerical experiments, specifying a maximum time limit of 12 hours. Other strategies
we employ for improving the computation time of the SPOT MILP approach as well as other
implementation details (including regularization procedures to prevent overfitting) may be found in
Appendix C.2.
3.4.3 SPO Forests
We also consider training an ensemble of SPO Trees, a methodology which we call SPO Forests.
SPO Forests are constructed using (greedy) SPO Trees through the same procedure as random forests
are constructed using CARTs. Random forests are known to have less variance than individual
decision trees, at the price of sacrificing interpretability (Friedman et al., 2001). To construct an
SPO Forest, B SPO Trees are trained on bootstrapped samples of the training dataset, where B
represents the number of desired trees in the SPO Forest. To further reduce the correlation between
trees, we implement feature bagging, defined as only considering a random subset of features when
deciding splits in the learning process. When presented with a new feature vector xnew, the cost
vectors predicted by the SPO Trees are averaged, and the SPO Forest returns the optimal decision
associated with this average cost vector.
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3.5 Experimental Results
3.5.1 Noisy Shortest Path:
We first study the empirical performance of SPO Trees and SPO Forests on a synthetic dataset for
the shortest path problem studied in Elmachtoub and Grigas (2017). For sake of comparison, we also
train CART decision trees and CART random forests on the same datasets using the loss function of
mean squared prediction error. The shortest path problem considered is with respect to a 4 x 4 grid
network consisting of edges (“roads”) which are only directed north and east. The driver starts at
the southwest corner of the grid, and the goal of the driver is to travel to the northeast corner via the
shortest path available. The costs (“travel times”) associated with the 24 edges of the network are
unknown but can be predicted using five numerical features. Datasets of n ∈ {200, 10000} feature-
cost pairs are generated by (1) sampling n feature vectors x1, ..., xn each from a Uniform(0, 1)p
distribution where p = 5, (2) sampling matrix B ∈ {0, 1}d×p by sampling each entry Bk,j from







· εki , where (Bxi)k denotes the kth component of Bxi, deg is a fixed
positive integer that controls the amount of nonlinearity present in the mapping from features to
cost vectors, and εki are multiplicative i.i.d. noise terms sampled from Uniform([1 − ε̄, 1 + ε̄])
for some parameter ε̄ ≥ 0. We consider several combinations of the parameters n, deg and ε̄. For
each combination of parameters, 10 datasets are generated with uniquely sampled B matrices. The
algorithms are tested on a set of 1000 observations generated using the same B as the training set.
Algorithmic performance on the test set is assessed with respect to normalized extra travel time
defined in Section (3.3.1), which is equivalent to (normalized) SPO loss.
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All trees and forests are trained using a minimum leaf size of 20 observations. To prevent
overfitting, SPOTs and CART trees are pruned on a validation set consisting of 20% of the training
data using the pruning algorithm from Breiman et al. (1984). The forest algorithms are trained using
B = 100 trees with no depth limit, and the number of features f ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5} to use in feature
bagging is tuned using the validation set above.
We begin by considering the performance of the decision tree algorithms in an experimental
setting with limited training data. We fix the number of training observations at n = 200 and vary
the experimental parameters deg ∈ {2, 10} and ε̄ ∈ {0, 0.25}. We evaluate the performance of
SPOT and CART trees when trained to fixed depths of 1, 2, and 3 on the training set. We also
include the performance of the SPOT and CART algorithms when imposing no restrictions on
their training depth (but still employing the pruning algorithm to prevent overfitting). Note that the
SPOT MILP approach requires a fixed training depth and is therefore not included in the algorithms
with no depth restriction. Figure 3.3 visualizes the test-set performance of the SPOT algorithms
and benchmarks on the shortest path problem with n = 200 observations for all combinations of
experimental parameters deg and ε̄.
We observe that SPO Trees significantly outperform CART in all settings of the experimental
parameters. In particular, the greedy SPOT algorithm achieves percentage improvements in normal-
ized extra travel time over the CART algorithm of 26.7%, 26.8%, 23.1%, and 23.6% when both
are trained to depths of 1, 2, 3, and unrestricted depth, respectively (with the above percentage
improvements averaged across the four combinations of deg and ε̄). In general, the SPO Trees
trained to depth 1 often achieve a lower SPO loss than the CART trees trained with unrestricted
depth. Therefore, the SPO Trees lead to better decisions than CART while also being more concise
and therefore more interpretable. The failure of CART to achieve competitive decision performance
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(a) deg = 2, ε̄ = 0 (b) deg = 2, ε̄ = 0.25
(c) deg = 10, ε̄ = 0 (d) deg = 10, ε̄ = 0.25
Figure 3.3: Test set normalized extra travel times on 10 different shortest path datasets of size
n = 200.
can be explained by its focus on prediction (rather than decision) error coupled with the limited
amount of training data. Recall that a minimum of 20 training observations are required to be
mapped to each leaf of the decision trees – this constraint is imposed to ensure that the costs within
each leaf are estimated with sufficient accuracy. Even with no depth limit, we observe empirically
that the CART trees cannot be trained past a depth of 4 without the minimum leaf size criterion
being satisfied. Therefore, in small data settings, the number of splits which decision trees may
utilize are limited, and thus it becomes imperative to maximize the contribution of each split towards
decision quality. A comparison of the random forest algorithms mirrors these findings – forests
of SPO Trees consistently outperform forests of CART trees by 20.5% averaged across the four
parameter settings, notably also achieving less variance in performance (i.e., boxplot width) than
CART trees. The SPO Tree MILP approach offers additional improvements in decision quality
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when compared to the SPOT greedy approach, outperforming even the random forest algorithms in
some cases.
We also investigate the decision performance of the algorithms on the shortest path problem
when trained on larger datasets of n = 10000 observations. Since there are more training observa-
tions available, it is now feasible to train the decision tree algorithms to higher depths than in the
previous experiment. Therefore, we train and evaluate the algorithms on depth sizes up to 6, and
we also report the performance of SPOT and CART when trained without any depth restrictions.
We also increase the level of noise from ε̄ = 0.25 to ε̄ = 0.5 to make the estimation problem more
challenging for the algorithms given the increased amount of data.
The test set normalized extra travel times incurred by the algorithms for n = 10000 are given in
Figure 3.4. As in the previous set of experiments, we observe that the SPO Trees achieve stronger
empirical performance over CART when the training depths are restricted to small or modest values,
with SPOTs attaining both better average performance and lower variance in performance across
the 10 experimental trials. However, when the training depths increase to six or more, CART
begins to achieve comparable performance to SPOT and even slightly outperforms SPOT in some
cases. Although individual CART splits have little value for decision-making, in combination they
finely partition the feature space to a sufficient degree that the predicted cost vectors are highly
accurate within each of the resulting leaves. Therefore, CART is eventually able to achieve highly
accurate predictions – and therefore near-optimal decisions – as its depth increases. However, its
interpretabilty is sacrificed as a result, as the trees eventually grow to a size which is too large to be
easily visualized and interpreted.
Figure 3.5 reports the number of leaves contained within the learned CART and SPOT trees as a
function of their training depths. As the figure demonstrates, when the training depths of CART
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(a) deg = 2, ε̄ = 0 (b) deg = 2, ε̄ = 0.5
(c) deg = 10, ε̄ = 0 (d) deg = 10, ε̄ = 0.5
Figure 3.4: Test set normalized extra travel times on 10 different shortest path datasets of size
n = 10000.
(a) deg = 2, ε̄ = 0 (b) deg = 2, ε̄ = 0.5
(c) deg = 10, ε̄ = 0 (d) deg = 10, ε̄ = 0.5
Figure 3.5: Number of leaves contained within the SPOT and CART trees from Figure 3.4. Each
boxplot visualizes the number of leaves associated with the trained trees from 10 different shortest
path datasets of size n = 10000.
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and SPOT are large or unrestricted, the SPO Trees contain less than half the number of leaf nodes
as CART. Therefore, SPO Trees achieve comparable accuracy to CART in these settings while also
being more concise and therefore more interpretable. We find that the random forest algorithms
achieve similar performance, with CART random forests having a very slight edge over SPO Forests
in the normalized extra travel times observed on the test set. The greedy SPOT approach also
appears to perform similarly to the MILP approach.
3.5.2 News Article Recommendation:
We also examine the performance of the SPO Trees and benchmark algorithms on a real dataset.
In particular, we consider a news article recommendation problem constructed from the publicly-
available Yahoo! Front Page Today Module dataset (Yahoo! Webscope, 2009). In the problem we
construct, a news aggregation service recommends an article belonging to one of d article types
to arriving users with the objective of maximizing the probability of each user clicking on the
recommended article. User click probabilities for different article types are unknown to the news
aggregator but can be estimated using contextual features that characterize user preferences. Given
article click probability estimates p ∈ Rd for an individual user (i.e., the “costs” c for this decision




pTw s.t. aTmw ≤ bm, ∀m ∈ {1 . . .M} ,
where wk represents the probability that the news aggregator recommends article k to the user
for k ∈ {1, ..., d}, and am ∈ Rd, bm ∈ R for m ∈ {1 . . .M} are the corresponding constraints
represent certain restrictions on article recommendations (e.g. ensuring that all article types
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have some non-zero probability of being recommended). The restrictions could naturally involve
budgetary constraints – for example, Facebook intends to pay certain news publishers as much as
$3 million per year to display their news headlines and article previews to visiting users (Mullin
and Patel, 2019).
The Yahoo! Front Page dataset contains 45,811,883 interaction records between users and news
articles from May 1, 2009 to May 10, 2009. We used records from May 1-5 for training data and
from May 6-10 as test data; 50% of the training set records were additionally held out to construct a
validation set for parameter tuning. The users and displayed articles are each characterized by five
continuous features, which were constructed using a conjoint analysis with a bilinear model; see
Chu et al. (2009) for more details. We clustered the articles into d = 6 categories, and we clustered
the historical users into 10000 clusters. Each user cluster was used to construct a feature-cost pair
(x, p) for the predict-then-optimize problem, in which we (1) computed the average user feature
vector for that cluster (x), and (2) computed the average click probability for each article type
within that cluster (p). After filtering out clusters with an insufficient number of interaction records,
we were left with 5130, 5105, and 8768 feature-cost pairs in the training, validation, and test sets,
respectively. We also define sample weights for the feature-cost pairs as the number of interaction
records associated with each pair, and we utilize these sample weights in training and testing the
algorithms. The full details of our preprocessing methodology are given in Appendix C.3.
The tree and forest algorithms are trained using a minimum leaf size of 10000 interaction
records (computed using the sample weights), and the SPOT and CART algorithms are additionally
pruned using the held-out validation set. The forest algorithms are trained using B = 50 trees with
no depth limit, and the number of features f ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5} to use in feature bagging is tuned on the
validation set. The empirical runtimes of our algorithms are discussed in Appendix C.3. We generate
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Figure 3.6: Test set average click probabilities on 9 different constraint sets.
M = 5 decision feasibility constraints by sampling each element of am from an Exponential(1)
distribution and setting bm = 1 for m ∈ {1, ..., 5}. Figure 3.6 visualizes the test set performance
of the algorithms on 9 different constraint sets generated using the above procedure. Test set
performance is defined as the average test set click probabilities of an algorithm’s recommended
articles, where the average is weighted over test set instances according to the sample weights
(equivalent to measuring SPO loss). As in the previous section, we find that SPO Trees of very
shallow depth outperform CART trees of unrestricted depth. Specifically, a greedy SPO Tree of
depth 2 achieves percentage improvements in average click probability of 4.3%, 1.6%, 0.05%, and
0.17% over CART trained to depths of 2, 4, 6, and unrestricted depth, respectively. The MILP
SPOT approach appears to perform similarly to the greedy approach. The CART Forest and SPO
Forest methods also perform similarly, but surprisingly achieve slightly lower click probabilities
than an individual SPO Tree, which may be due to the forest methods overfitting on the training set.
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3.6 Conclusion
We propose tractable methodologies for training decision trees under SPO loss within the predict-
then-optimize framework. Our results demonstrate that SPOTs capably produce trees that simulta-
neously provide higher quality decisions and lower model complexity than de facto tree-building
methods designed to minimize prediction error.
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Appendix to Chapter 1
A.1 Proof of Theorem 1
We begin by providing a restatement of Theorem 1 labeled as Theorem A.1.1. For the standard
multi-armed bandit problem, let nk be the number of total observed responses for action k and pk
be the observed success rate for action k (proportion of success responses out of total observed
responses). For simplicity, we assume that we have observed at least one success and one failure for
each action, i.e. nk ≥ 2 and pk ∈ (0, 1) for all k. Then, the following theorem holds:
Theorem A.1.1. Let aTSt be the action chosen by the Thompson sampling algorithm, and let aBt
be the action chosen by the bootstrapping algorithm given data (nk, pk) for each action k ∈
{1, 2, . . . , K}. Then,






holds for every k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K}, for some function Ck(p1, ..., pK) of p1, ..., pK .
To prove the theorem, we first provide a few lemmas. The proofs for all lemmas are given in
Section A.2 of this supplementary materials document. For notational convenience, we define αk =
nkpk and βk = nk(1− pk), which indicate the number of success and failure responses observed
so far for action k. For each action k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K}, the Thompson sampling algorithm first
draws a random sample of the true (unknown) success probability according to a beta distribution
with parameters αk and βk, and it then chooses the action with the highest success probability.
The bootstrapping algorithm samples nk observations with replacement from action k’s observed
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rewards, and the generated success probability is then the proportion of successes observed in the
bootstrapped dataset. This procedure is equivalent to generating a binomial random variable with
nk trials and pk success rate, divided by nk. The following lemma shows how close the distributions
of these two random probability estimates are in terms of the number of available data points for
each action.
Lemma A.1.1. Let X be a beta random variable with integer parameters α > 0 and β > 0, and






∣∣∣∣P (X ≤ z)− P (Yn ≤ z
) ∣∣∣∣ ≤ c(p)√n ,
for some function c(p) that is independent of n.
We now provide a second lemma which will prove useful in deriving Theorem 1. Recall that
for each k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K}, nk is the total number of observations and pk is the observed success
rate. Let pTSk be the randomly drawn success probability of action k by the Thompson sampling
algorithm and let pBk be the randomly drawn success probability of action k by the bootstrapping
algorithm. Under each algorithm h ∈ {TS,B}, an action is chosen arbitrarily from the set
Mh := {k : phk ≥ phj for every j 6= k}. In the Thompson sampling algorithm, pTSk is sampled from
a continuous (beta) distribution, and thus MTS will have cardinality one almost surely. Hence,
P (aTSt = k) = P (p
TS
k ≥ pTSj for every j 6= k) . (A.1)
However, these events are not necessarily equivalent with respect to the bootstrapping algorithm.
Since pBk is sampled using a discrete (binomial) distribution, it is possible that two actions will have
the same sampled probabilities. Thus, it is possible for an action k ∈MB to not be chosen if there
exists another action l ∈ MB. We provide a lemma which examines the difference in these two
events:
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Lemma A.1.2. For some function b(pk) that is independent of nk,




We can now proceed with the derivation of the theorem. We define errk(z|X) := P (pTSk ≤
z|X) − P (pBk ≤ z|X) with respect to some random variable X . Assuming X is independent of
pTSk and p
B
k (but not necessarily of z), then it follows from Lemma A.1.1 that |errk(z|X)| ≤
c(pk)√
nk
for some function c(pk) that is independent of nk. Note that this result also holds for the function
ẽrrk(z|X) := P (pBk ≤ z|X)− P (pTSk ≤ z|X).
Note that the events {phk ≥ phj } for j 6= k are independent conditioned on phk . Hence, using
(A.1) we have
P (aTSt = k) = EpTSk
[











P (pTSk ≥ pBj |pTSk ) + errj(pTSk |pTSk )
)]
. (A.2)










P (pTSk ≥ pBj for every j 6= k|pTSk )
]
= EpBj ,j 6=k
[
P (pTSk ≥ max
j 6=k
pBj |pBj , j 6= k)
]
= EpBj ,j 6=k
[
P (pBk ≥ max
j 6=k
pBj |pBj , j 6= k) + ẽrrk(max
j 6=k
pBj |pBj , j 6= k)
]
= P (pBk ≥ max
j 6=k
pBj ) + EpBj ,j 6=k[ẽrrk(maxj 6=k
pBj |pBj , j 6= k)]




pBj )− P (aBt = k)) (A.3)
+ EpBj ,j 6=k[ẽrrk(maxj 6=k
pBj |pBj , j 6= k)] . (A.4)
The rest of (A.2) is the sum of multiplications of K − 1 terms of P (pTSk ≥ pBj |pTSk ) and
errj(p
TS
k |pTSk ). Because P (pTSk ≥ pBj |pTSk ) ≤ 1 and |errj| ≤
c(pj)√
nj
from Lemma A.1.1, the








− 1. Hence, applying Lemma A.1.1 and Lemma A.1.2 to
the above, we have
|P (aTSt = k)− P (aBt = k)|
≤ |P (pBk ≥ max
j 6=k
pBj )− P (aBt = k)|+ |EpBj ,j 6=k[ẽrrk(maxj 6=k p
B























− 1 . (A.6)
Note that the error term from Sterling’s approximation, O(1/nk), can be bounded from above









c(ps) ∀t ∈ S .
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One can then use these facts to manipulate (A.6) to prove the desired result:







where Ck(p1, ..., pK) is a function of p1, ..., pK .
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A.2 Proof of Auxiliary Lemmas
Lemma A.1.1. Let X be a beta random variable with integer parameters α > 0 and β > 0, and






∣∣∣∣P (X ≤ z)− P (Yn ≤ z
) ∣∣∣∣ ≤ c(p)√n ,
for some function c(p) that is independent of n.
Proof. For notational convenience, we define q = β
n
= 1− p, and we denote the p.d.f., and the c.d.f.
of a standard normal random variable by φ(·) and Φ(·), respectively. We will first show that, for each















), respectively. Finally, we will bound the difference in these approximations and apply
the triangle inequality:
∣∣∣∣P (X ≤ z)− P (Yn ≤ z
) ∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣∣P (X ≤ z)− Φ( √n(z − p)√pq + (z − p)2 )
∣∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣∣Φ(√n(z − p)√pq )− Φ(
√
n(z − p)√










































holds for every z ∈ [0, 1].
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). Note that the beta random variable X has the same distribution as
A
A+B
, where A and B are independent Gamma random variables with shape parameters α and β,
respectively. We first derive an approximation for the c.d.f. of Gamma random variables. Suppose
that Γ is Gamma distributed with an integer shape parameter m > 0. Because Γ has the same
distribution as the sum of m independent exponential random variables with parameter 1, from the
Berry - Esseen theorem we have
|P (
√
m(Γ/m− 1) ≤ x)− Φ(x)| ≤ Cρ√
m
, (A.9)
where ρ is the third-order absolute moment of the unit exponential distribution.
Let N1 and N2 be independent standard normal random variables, and define
g(z) := P ((
√
αN1 + α)(1− z) ≤ (
√
βN2 + β)z) .
Then, from the triangle inequality we have that for all z ∈ (0, 1):
|P (X ≤ z)− g(z)| = |P (A(1− z) ≤ Bz)− g(z)|
≤ |P (A(1− z) ≤ Bz)− P ((
√
αN1 + α)(1− z) ≤ Bz)|
+ |P ((
√
αN1 + α)(1− z) ≤ Bz)− g(z)| .
From (A.9), we have
|P (A(1− z) ≤ Bz)− P ((
√
αN1 + α)(1− z) ≤ Bz)|
=
∣∣EB [P (A(1− z) ≤ Bz|B)− P ((√αN1 + α)(1− z) ≤ Bz|B)] ∣∣
≤ EB





Similarly, again from (A.9), we have
|P ((
√
αN1 + α)(1− z) ≤ Bz)− g(z)|
=
∣∣EN1 [P ((√αN1 + α)(1− z) ≤ Bz|N1)− P (√αN1(1− z)−√βN2z ≤ nz − α|N1)] ∣∣
≤ EN1




Finally, because −N2 is a standard normal random variable and the sum of two independent normal
random variables is a standard normal random variable, we have




βN2z ≤ nz − α)
= Φ(
nz − α√




pq + (z − p)2
) ,
which concludes that
|P (X ≤ z)− Φ(
√
n(z − p)√








holds for every z ∈ [0, 1].








)|. For notational convenience, we
define d := z−p√
pq






)|. Because Φ(y) is concave
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where the first inequality is from the concavity of Φ(·) and the second inequality is from the












































holds for every z ≥ p. The case of z < p can be shown via symmetry.
Finally, from applying the bounds (A.8), (A.10), and (A.11) to equation (A.7), we have that
∣∣∣∣P (X ≤ z)− P (Yn ≤ z







which proves the lemma.
It remains to show that d∗(n)4 < 30 ln(10)
n













) = 0 .
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Note that f(d) is nonnegative and differentiable on d ≥ 0. Since f(0) = 0, then if limd→∞ f ′(d) ≤ 0
we can conclude that there exists a global maximizer of f(d) over d ≥ 0 which satisfies the first-



















n ≥ 3(1 + d
2) ln(1 + d2)
d4
.
Note that the right hand side approaches zero as d → ∞, proving that limd→∞ f ′(d) ≤ 0. Thus,
d∗(n) satisfies the first-order condition, given in a simplified form below:
n =





















(x− (x+ 2) ln(x+ 1)) ≤ 0 ,
because (x − (x + 2) ln(x + 1)) is decreasing in x and is zero when x = 0. Hence, d∗(n) is
decreasing in n.
From the first-order condition and the decreasing property of d∗(n), we have
d∗(n)4 =
3(1 + d∗(n)2) ln(1 + d∗(n)2)
n
≤ 3(1 + d
∗(1)2) ln(1 + d∗(1)2)
n
.








Lemma A.1.2. For some function b(pk) that is independent of nk,





P (pBk ≥ pBj for every j 6= k) = P (pBk ≥ max
j 6=k
pBj )

















t 6= k) .
Let Yk denote the binomial variable associated with pBk for each action k, i.e. Yk := nkp
B
k . Then,
|P (aBt = k)− P (pBk ≥ max
j 6=k





≤ P (pBk = max
j 6=k
pBj )













One can show that the binomial p.d.f. with parameters (n, p) is maximized when i = b(n+ 1)pc.
Using the fact that nkpk is an integer and that pk ∈ (0, 1), b(nk + 1)pkc = bnkpk + pkc = nkpk.



































































which proves the lemma.
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A.3 Pseudocode for Logistic UCB
Algorithm 0: LogisticUCB()




M log s log(sT/δ)
Initialize ta = 0, Xt,a = IM ∀a = 1, ..., K
for t = 1, ..., T do
Observe context vector xt
for a = 1, ..., K do
UCBt,a = L(xTt θ̂t,at) + ρ(ta)||xt||X−1t,a
end
Choose action at = arg max
a
UCBt,a
Update tat = tat + 1, Xt+1,at = Xt,at + xtxTt




Appendix to Chapter 2
B.1 Proof of Theorem 2
We begin by providing an equivalent restatement of Theorem 2 which we refer to as Theorem B.1.1.
Theorem B.1.1. Assume f(n, r) satisfies the following functional properties:
Assumption B.1.1. There exists an M ≥ 0 and C > 0 such that f(n, r) ≤ C · g(n, r) for all
n ≥M .
Assumption B.1.2. g(n, r) is continuous, monotonic nondecreasing, and convex in n for all n ≥ 0.
Then, assume that n is sufficiently large, meaning that Assumptions B.1.3 and B.1.4 are satisfied:
Assumption B.1.3. NT (D, l;n) ≥M for all l and T .
Assumption B.1.4. For a fixed ε > 0,




Then, the runtime of the MST’s training algorithm is bounded by (1 + ε)DmCg(n, r).
Proof. We briefly outline the parallels between Theorem 2 and Theorem B.1.1 above. First, we
argue that the assumptions of Theorem 2 imply the assumptions of Theorem B.1.1. Assumptions
B.1.1 and B.1.2 are equivalent to Assumptions 1 and 2, respectively. Moreover, Assumptions 3 and
4 guarantee the existence of an n which satisfies Assumptions B.1.3 and B.1.4 for any fixed ε > 0.
We note that many runtime functions satisfy g(0, r) = 0 and thus Assumption B.1.4 is trivially
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satisfied for any n > 0 (as the monotonicity of g(n, r) in n implies that g(n, r) ≥ 0 for n ≥ 0).








assuming that n ≥ r, in which case g(n, r) = nr2 and g(0, r) = 0. Of course, we could also apply
Assumption B.1.4 to g(n, r) = nr2 + r3 and g(0, r) = r3, in which case Assumption B.1.4 would
relate the requisite magnitude of n for the theorem to hold to parameters r and D.
The conclusion of Theorem B.1.1 implies the conclusion of Theorem 2 – namely, that the
runtime of the training algorithm is O(D ·m · g(n, r)). Moreover, Theorem B.1.1 provides some
additional insight into the magnitude of the constant behind the big O notation of Theorem 2. The
conclusion of Theorem B.1.1 implies that the computational complexity of the MST’s training
algorithm is equivalent to that of fitting (1 + ε)Dm response models to the training data, and for
sufficiently large n we may take ε to be arbitrarily small.
Our proof of Theorem B.1.1 (and Theorem 3 in the next section) relies on the following result
from Bruckner et al. (1962):
Lemma B.1.1. Let f(n) be a nonnegative, continuous, and convex function which satisfies f(0) = 0.
Then,
1. f(n) is star-shaped, i.e. f(αn) ≤ αf(n) for all α ∈ [0, 1] and for all n ≥ 0.
2. f(n) is superadditive, i.e. f(n1 + n2) ≥ f(n1) + f(n2) for all n1 ≥ 0 and n2 ≥ 0.
We define the function g̃(n, r) = g(n, r)− g(0, r), noting that Assumption B.1.2 implies that
g(0, r) is well-defined and finite. The properties of g̃(n, r) are listed below:
1. g̃(n, r) is continuous, monotonic nondecreasing, and convex in n for all n ≥ 0 by Assumption
B.1.2.
2. g̃(0, r) = g(0, r)− g(0, r) = 0.
3. g̃(n, r) ≥ g̃(0, r) = 0 by monotonicity of g̃(·, r).
4. g̃(n, r) is star-shaped and superadditive by the previous properties and Lemma B.1.1.
To prove the theorem, we first analyze the computational complexity of the split selection
procedure of Eq. (2.4). Let S(n,m, r) denote the runtime of the split selection procedure with
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respect to n observations, m binary contextual variables, and r response model parameters. The
lemma below bounds the runtime of the split selection procedure when applied in each internal
node of the trained MST T .
Lemma B.1.2. If Assumptions B.1.1, B.1.2, and B.1.3 are satisfied, then for all d ≤ D − 1 and
l ∈ {1, ..., 2d},
S(NT (d, l;n),m, r) ≤ mC
[
g̃(NT (d, l;n), r) + 2g(0, r)
]
Proof. To evaluate the quality of a candidate split, the split selection procedure fits response
models within each of the resulting partitions from the split and computes the cumulative training
error across the partitions. We first analyze the complexity of this “split evaluation” operation.
Let n1 and n2 denote the number of observations in each of the split’s partitions, and note that
n1 + n2 = NT (d, l;n). Further, note that Assumption B.1.3 guarantees that n1 ≥M and n2 ≥M ,
and more generally, that NT (d, l;n) ≥M for all depths d ≤ D, leaves l, and MSTs T . Then, split
evaluation takes time:
f(n1, r) + f(n2, r) ≤ C[g(n1, r) + g(n2, r)]
= C[g̃(n1, r) + g̃(n2, r) + 2g(0, r)]
≤ C[g̃(NT (d, l;n), r) + 2g(0, r)]
Above, the first inequality uses Assumption B.1.1 and the fact that n1 ≥ M and n2 ≥ M , the
first equality applies the definition of g̃, and the second inequality uses the superadditivity of
g̃. Since there are m binary contextual variables, there are m candidate splits which the split
selection procedure must evaluate. Thus, the runtime for the split selection procedure is bounded by
mC[g̃(NT (d, l;n), r) + 2g(0, r)].
The split selection procedure is recursively applied through all internal nodes of the trained
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Dg(n, r) +Dεg(n, r)
]
= mCD(1 + ε)g(n, r)
Above, the first inequality applies Lemma B.1.2 and the second inequality applies the superadditivity
of g̃ (noting that
∑2d
l=1 NT (d, l;n) = n). The first equality is by algebra, the second equality applies
the definition of g̃, the third inequality is by Assumption B.1.4, and the third equality is by algebra.
This proves Theorem B.1.1, thereby proving Theorem 2.
B.2 Proof of Theorem 3
As in the previous section, we begin by providing an equivalent restatement of Theorem 3 which
we refer to as Theorem B.2.1.
Theorem B.2.1. Assume f(n, r) satisfies the following functional properties:
Assumption B.2.1. There exists an M1 ≥ 0 and C1 > 0 such that f(n, r) ≤ C1g(n, r) for all
n ≥M1.
Assumption B.2.2. g(n, r) is continuous, monotonic nondecreasing, and convex in n for all n ≥ 0.
Assumption B.2.3. Let T denote the trained MST. There exists an M2 ≥ 0 and C2 > 0 such that
for all d ∈ {0, ..., D − 1} and l ∈ {1, ..., 2d}, NT (d, l;n) ≤ C2n/2d for all n ≥M2.
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Assumption B.2.4. There exists an M3 ≥ 0 and C3 > 0 such that g(C2n, r) ≤ C3g(n, r) for all
n ≥M3.
Then, assume that n is sufficiently large, defined by satisfying the following properties:
Assumption B.2.5. NT (D, l;n) ≥M1 for all l and T .
Assumption B.2.6. n ≥ max{M2, 2D−1M3}.
Assumption B.2.7. For a fixed ε > 0,
g(n, r) ≥ h(C3, D,Q)
ε
g(0, r) ,
where h(C3, D,Q) is a function of C3, D, and Q.
Then, the runtime of the MST’s training algorithm with parallel processing is bounded by
(1 + ε)C3(D/Q+ 2)mC1g(n, r) .
Proof. We first discuss how the assumptions of Theorem 3 imply those of Theorem B.2.1.
Assumptions B.2.1, B.2.2, B.2.3, and B.2.4 are a rephrasing of Assumptions 1, 2, 5, and 6,
respectively. Moreover, Assumptions 3 and 4 guarantee the existence of a sufficiently large n which
satisfies Assumptions B.2.5, B.2.6, and B.2.7 for any fixed ε > 0. As in the previous section, we
again note that many runtime functions satisfy g(0, r) = 0 and thus Assumption B.2.7 would be
trivially satisfied for all n ≥ 0.
The conclusion of Theorem B.2.1 implies that the runtime of the training procedure with parallel
processing can be bounded by
(1 + ε)C1C3(D/Q+ 2)mg(n, r)
≤ (1 + ε)C1C3(max{D/Q, 1}+ 2 max{D/Q, 1})mg(n, r)
= 3(1 + ε)C1C3 max{D/Q, 1}mg(n, r) .
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Thus, Theorem B.2.1 implies that the computational complexity of the training procedure can




, which is precisely the conclusion of Theorem 3.
As in the proof of Theorem B.1.1, we begin by bounding the runtime of the split selection
procedure of Eq. (2.4). Let g̃(n, r) = g(n, r)− g(0, r), and let S(n,m, r) denote the runtime of the
split selection procedure on n observations, m binary contextual variables, and r response model
parameters. Lemma B.2.1 below bounds the split selection procedure’s runtime for each internal
node of the trained MST T .
Lemma B.2.1. If Assumptions B.2.1, B.2.2, B.2.3, B.2.4, B.2.5, and B.2.6 are satisfied, then for all
d ≤ D − 1 and l ∈ {1, ..., 2d},
S(NT (d, l;n),m, r) ≤ mC1
[
(C3/2
d)g̃(n, r) + (C3 + 1)g(0, r)
]
.
Proof. Noting that Assumptions B.2.1, B.2.2, and B.2.5 are equivalent to Assumptions B.1.1,
B.1.2, and B.1.3, respectively, we apply Lemma B.1.2 to arrive at the first inequality in the chain of
inequalities below:
S(NT (d, l;n),m, r) ≤ mC1
[
























d)g̃(n, r) + (C3 + 1)g(0, r)
]
Above, the first equality applies the definition of g̃, the second inequality applies Assumptions B.2.3
and B.2.6 and the monotonicity of g in n, the third inequality applies Assumptions B.2.4 and B.2.6,
the second equality applies the definition of g̃, and the fourth inequality applies the star-shaped
property of g̃ (discussed in the previous section).
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The split selection procedure is applied to each internal node (d, l) of the MST for d ∈
{0, ..., D − 1} and for l ∈ {1, ..., 2d}. We next bound the runtime of applying the split selection
procedure to all nodes l at a given depth d. Recall that our training algorithm parallelizes these 2d
procedures across the available computational cores Q. The total runtime of this parallelization
scheme is upper bounded by the following job scheduling process. Assume that the 2d split selection
procedures (“jobs”) are run in batches of Q (one job per core), and the next batch of Q jobs are run





and the runtime of each individual job (and thus each batch) can be bound by Lemma B.2.1. Thus,
















where in what follows we define K1 = mC1C3g̃(n, r) and K2 = mC1(C3 +1)g(0, r) for notational
convenience. Finally, the runtime of the MST’s training procedure is equal to the runtimes of the



































































































Above, the first two inequalities and the first three equalities are by algebra, and the fourth equality


















Finally, the last equality is by algebra. This proves Theorem B.2.1 and thus Theorem 3.
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B.3 Details of Datasets Used in Section 2.4
B.3.1 Details of Dataset Generation for Section 2.4.1.1
Below we provide details on how each dataset is generated for each of the three ground truth models
summarized in Section 2.4.1.1.
Context-Free MNL: We generate the MNL’s parameter vector β by sampling each element
of β independently from a Uniform(-1,1) distribution. This MNL model is used to generate the
choices for all users in the dataset. Each user is encoded by four contextual variables sampled
independently from a Uniform(0,1) distribution. The number of options offered to each user is
sampled uniformly-at-random from the set {2, 3, 4, 5}, and each option is encoded by four features
which are sampled independently from a Uniform(0,1) distribution for each user. Choices are
simulated from the probability distribution specified by the MNL model given the assortment – in
particular, the contextual variables are not considered when generating choices.
Choice Model Tree: First, the number of leaf nodes is sampled uniformly-at-random from the
set {4, 5, 6, 7}. Then, a CMT of depth at most three is randomly constructed which has the target
number of leaf nodes. Recall that each (numeric) split of a CMT is encoded by a splitting variable
and split point (e.g., “x3 < 0.4”). All splitting variables and split points contained in the CMT are
sampled uniformly-at-random with the constraint that each split is roughly “balanced”, defined as
the left and right children of the split containing at least 30% of the contexts mapped to their parent.
Each leaf contains an MNL instance whose parameter vector β is generated by sampling each
element of β independently from a Uniform(-1,1) distribution. Contexts and options are generated
in the same manner as they were for the Context-Free MNL ground truth model, with contextual
features and options being sampled independently from a Uniform(0,1) distribution. Choices are
generated for each user by (1) mapping the user to the leaf of the CMT corresponding to the user’s
context, and (2) sampling a choice from the user’s offered assortment using the leaf’s MNL model.
K-Means Clustering Model: First, the number of clusters K is sampled uniformly-at-random
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from the set of values {4, 5, 6, 7}; recall that we also used this set of values to sample the number of
leaves present in the CMT ground truth model. Each cluster k ∈ {1, ..., K} has an associated MNL
model whose parameter vector βk is generated by sampling each element of βk independently from
a Uniform(-1,1) distribution. Furthermore, each cluster also has an associated “mean context vector”
x̄k whose entries are sampled independently from a Uniform(0,1) distribution. We next define a
probability mass function (p.m.f.) π = {π1, ..., πK} over the K clusters, where πk denotes the
probability that a user belongs to cluster k. We generate the p.m.f. through the following procedure:
1. For each cluster k ∈ {1, ..., K}, sample Uk ∈ R from a Uniform(-1,1) distribution.
2. Let πk :=
exp(Uk)∑K
k′=1 exp(Uk′)
for all k ∈ {1, ..., K}.
Options are generated through the same procedure as in the other two ground truth models,
with option features being sampled independently from a Uniform(0,1) distribution. Contexts and
choices are generated for each user in the following manner:
1. Sample the cluster k ∈ {1, ..., K} belonging to the user from p.m.f. π.
2. Sample the user’s context vector from a multivariate normal distribution with mean parameter
x̄k and covariance σ2I , where I denotes the identity matrix. Here, σ = 0.08 is configured to
ensure that there is an adequate separation between contexts belonging to different clusters.
3. Sample the user’s choice from the MNL model associated with cluster k, i.e. the MNL model
with parameter vector βk.
B.3.2 Description of Expedia Hotel Booking Dataset for Section 2.4.1.2
The number of hotels in the displayed assortments varies between 1 and 38, with the most common
assortment sizes being between 31 and 35. In addition, the no-purchase option is incorporated into
our model as one potential choice outcome for each search instance. The original published version
of the dataset only contains searches resulting in at least one hotel click, and 69% of reported
searches result in a hotel booking. Since this is an unusually high conversion rate, it is suspected
that such searches leading to a transaction have been oversampled (Ursu, 2018). There are a few
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hotels with unusually high prices in the dataset (e.g., $19 million per night) which are suspected to
be due to price reporting errors (Ursu, 2018). To correct for this, we remove any hotels from the
assortments with prices of over $4,000 per night.
The CMT uses seven contextual features pertaining to the user and search query for the purposes
of market segmentation. The features representing x, detailed below, are reported alongside their
original published feature names.
• Information regarding the user: Number of adults (srch adults count) and number of
children (srch children count) in the user’s party.
• Information regarding the user’s search query: Duration of hotel stay (srch length of stay),
number of days between the search date and the hotel stay (srch booking window), num-
ber of hotel rooms specified in the search (srch room count), indicator for whether the
stay includes a Saturday night (srch saturday night bool), and ID (site id) of
the Expedia point of sale (e.g., Expedia.com, Expedia.co.uk, Expedia.co.jp). The features
srch saturday night bool and site id are treated as categorical in the CMT, while
all other features are treated as numeric.
The MNL response models of the CMT utilize the following hotel information in modeling
booking utilities. As above, we report each hotel feature, corresponding to p, alongside its published
name.
• Hotel price information: The display price of the hotel (price usd), the logarithm of the
mean price of the hotel over the last trading period (prop log historical price),
and an indicator for whether the hotel had a sale price promotion specifically displayed
(promotion flag).
• Hotel quality and brand information: The star rating of the hotel (prop starrating), the
mean customer review score for the hotel (prop review score), a score outlining the
desirability of a hotel’s location (prop location score1), and whether the hotel is part
of a major hotel chain (prop brand bool).
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• Hotel display information: The hotel’s rank position on Expedia’s search results page
(position). In addition to the raw position number, we also include three indicators
for whether a hotel is in rank positions 1-5, 6-10, and 11-15.
B.3.3 Description of DSP Dataset for Section 2.4.2
There are ten user and ad spot auction features used as contexts for segmentation which can be
categorized as follows:
• Information regarding the ad spot: Area and aspect ratio of the ad spot (defined as “width×height”
and “width/height”, respectively), ad spot fold position (defined as whether the ad is visible
without scrolling), and ID of the encompassing site. Area and aspect ratio are treated as
numeric features in the IRT; all other reported features are treated as categorical. Due to the
high dimensionality of the site IDs (with thousands of unique values per exchange), we first
pre-cluster the site IDs before applying the IRT and the benchmark algorithms to the training
data.
• Information regarding the user’s site visit: Time-of-day and day-of-week of the user’s site
visit, country of the visiting user, and ad channel from which the user arrived (e.g., video,
mobile, search).
• Information regarding private marketplace deals: ID encoding a private deal between an
advertiser and a publisher which might affect the dynamics of the auction.
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Chapter C
Appendix to Chapter 3
C.1 Encoding Decision Trees using Integer and Linear
Constraints
Here we provide the complete formulation of ril ∈ T as integer and linear constraints using the
decision tree encoding proposed in Bertsimas and Dunn (2017). As it is only covered briefly here,
we encourage the reader to examine Bertsimas and Dunn (2017) for a more thorough treatment of the
materials below. We assume that the practitioner has specified the following parameters regulating
the growth of the tree during the training procedure: (1) the depth H of the tree being trained, and
(2) the minimum number of training observations Nmin permitted to be in each leaf of the tree. We
consider training a complete tree of depth H , define as a tree in which all leaves have a depth of
H . Let L denote the number of leaves in the tree, and index each leaf by l ∈ TL := {1, 2, ..., L}.
Further, let B denote the number of branch nodes (i.e., splitting nodes) within the tree, and index
each branch node by t ∈ TB := {1, 2, ..., B}. Note that L = 2H and B = 2H − 1. Not all leaves in
the tree are required to be active (i.e., contain training observations), and not all branch nodes are
required to be active splits (i.e., partition the training observations). Indeed, leaves may be pooled
together if their parent splits do not contribute significantly to minimizing the objective function.
To keep track of the active leaves and branch nodes, let kl= I{leaf l is not empty} and dt= I{branch
node t is an active split}. If a branch node is not an active split, then it effectively considered as a
leaf with respect to the complete tree by (1) having all observations take the path corresponding to
its left branch, and (2) constraining all child branch nodes to also not be active splits.
We assume without loss of generality that all feature components are numeric and belong to the
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interval [0, 1]. Note that categorical features can be easily transformed to fit this assumption through
binarization. Each decision tree split is encoded through the variables at ∈ {0, 1}p and bt ∈ [0, 1].
The variable at indicates which feature component is involved with the split, and bt indicates the
splitting point. For example, if there are three feature components, then the split “x2 < 0.4′′ is
encoded by aTx < b where a = [0, 1, 0] and b = 0.4. Since decision tree splits only consider one
feature component at a time, only one entry of at is permitted to be nonzero. Note that the quantities
at and bt are treated as additional decision variables in the SPO Tree MILP as well as kl and dt.
Let p(t) denote the parent node of t. Further, let AL(t) be the set of left ancestor nodes of node
t, defined as the set of ancestors of t whose left branch has been followed on the path from the root
node to t. Define AR(t) similarly as the set of right ancestor nodes of t.
The constraint ril ∈ T in the SPO Tree MILP may be replaced with the set of linear and integer




ril = 1, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} (C.1a)
ril ≤ kl, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, l ∈ TL (C.1b)
n∑
i=1
ril ≥ Nminkl, ∀l ∈ TL (C.1c)
aTmxi ≥ bm − (1− ril), ∀l ∈ TL, i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n},m ∈ AR(l) (C.1d)
aTm(xi + ε) ≤ bm + (1 + εmax)(1− ril), ∀l ∈ TL, i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n},m ∈ AL(l) (C.1e)
p∑
j=1
ajt = dt, ∀t ∈ TB (C.1f)
1− dt ≤ bt ≤ 1, ∀t ∈ TB (C.1g)
dt ≤ dp(t), ∀t ∈ TB/{1} (C.1h)
ajt, dt ∈ {0, 1}, ∀j ∈ {1...p}, t ∈ TB (C.1i)












j 1 = 1, 2, . . . n− 1
}
is the smallest nonzero differ-
ence between observed values of feature component j, where x(q)j is the q
th largest value observed
for feature xj and εmax = maxj εj . We encourage the reader to consult Bertsimas and Dunn (2017)
for intuition regarding ε and its role in the constraints.
In Bertsimas and Dunn (2017), if a branch node is considered to be inactive, then its associated
split parameters a and b are set to the zero vector and zero, respectively. This design choice was
intended by the authors to force all training observations down the right branch by making the left
split direction constraint (C.1e) infeasible for all training observations. However, we believe that
this logic was implemented incorrectly, as both constraints (C.1d) and (C.1e) are feasible for any
training observations when a and b are both zero. We have corrected for this behavior by modifying
constraint (C.1g) to set b equal to one when a branch node is inactive, therefore successfully making
constraint (C.1d) infeasible when a is the zero vector and forcing observations down the left branch.
C.2 SPOT Integer Programming Approach: Additional
Implementation Details
To prevent unnecessarily large trees and overfitting, Bertsimas and Dunn (2017) recommend adding
the quantity “α
∑
t∈TB dt” to the objective function to penalize trees with a large number of active
splits. The parameter α is intended to be chosen by the practitioner to balance the trade-off between
concise trees and low training set error, and this parameter can be tuned through applying methods
such as cross-validation. However, cross-validation might not be feasible in situations where solving
the optimization problem is too computationally expensive to be performed for multiple values of α
across multiple folds. In our numerical experiments, we train the SPO Trees with no regularization
and instead apply the well-known CART post-pruning algorithm (using SPO loss) proposed by
Breiman et al. (1984) to regularize the tree. To avoid lengthy technical details, we refer the reader
to Breiman et al. (1984) for more information about the pruning algorithm.
Finally, we detail a few strategies for improving the computational time associated with solving
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the mixed integer linear program. First, as noted in Section 3.4.2 of the main paper, we recommend
warm starting the MILP with the solution recovered from the greedy algorithm. Second, we have
observed that the computational time is influenced by the precision of the vector of constants ε.
Since the magnitude of ε is tied to the smallest (nonzero) differences between feature values, we
recommend rounding the features according to a certain precision (e.g., 1e−2) in settings where
feature rounding would not affect the quality of the resulting decision tree. Finally, we have observed
that the linear programming (LP) relaxation of the MILP often has large negative solutions, which
can slow down MILP solvers which rely on LP relaxations to bound the objective function (e.g.,
branch and bound). We recommend including the following constraint to ensure that the LP






− z∗(ci) ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}
C.3 Additional Experimental Details: News Article
Recommendation
First, we provide a more thorough description of how we preprocessed the Yahoo! Front Page
Today Module dataset. The dataset contains 45,811,883 interaction records between users and
news articles from May 1, 2009 to May 10th, 2009. Each record entry consists of: a feature vector
of dimension 5 that characterizes the visiting user, a feature vector of dimension 5 encoding the
article displayed to the user, and finally a binary scalar representing whether the user clicked on the
displayed article. The user and article features were constructed using a conjoint analysis with a
bilinear model; see Chu et al. (2009) for more details. We preprocessed the dataset according to the
following procedure in order to obtain training, validation, and test sets of feature-cost pairs for use
in our predict-then-optimize problem.
1. Randomly sample without replacement 50% of the interaction records from May 1, 2009 to
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May 5, 2009 for training, and use the rest for validation. The test data consists of all records
from May 6, 2009 to May 10, 2009.
2. Cluster users into 10,000 clusters (“user types”) by applying the K-means algorithm to the
user features observed in the training and validation data, and similarly cluster the displayed
articles into 7 clusters (“article types”) using the article features. For each user cluster, record
the mean user feature vector associated with all training and validation set interaction records
that map to that cluster.
3. Apply the following procedure separately to the training, validation, and test sets of interaction
records. For each set of data, group the interaction records according to user type using the
clustering obtained in the previous step. Each of these user types corresponds to a feature-cost
pair (x, p) for the predict-then-optimize problem. The features x are derived by looking up
the mean user feature vector associated with the given cluster computed in the previous step.
The costs p are derived by computing the average click probability of each article type across
the interaction records associated with the given cluster. Here, we note that we dropped one
article type as well as a number of feature-cost pairs in the training, validation, and test sets
to ensure the average click probabilities for each user and article type were calculated with
at least 50 interaction records. We were left with 6 article types and 5130, 5105, and 8768
feature-cost pairs in the training, validation, and test sets, respectively.
We also note the empirical runtimes of our algorithms on this dataset. The greedy SPO Trees
were trained on a Dell PowerEdge M915 Linux server using 1 processor core and 1 GB of memory
per tree. The greedy SPOT training procedure (using unrestricted depth) terminated after at most
1.3 hours for each constraint set, yielding trees of depths between 28 and 38 before pruning (after
pruning, the trees had an average depth of 7). SPO Forests were trained on the same server
parallelizing fitting trees in the forest across 10 cores and using 40 GBs of memory. The SPO
Forests training procedure terminated after at most 18.4 hours of computational time per constraint
set.
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